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1 Introduction
You can adapt the Fabasoft Cloud to your requirements by means of model-based customizing.
This document outlines several scenarios in order to describe the options available to you. In the
last chapter, you will find a comprehensive example.

2 Customization Options
Here you find a brief overview of the customization options available to you. All options are
described in detail in the following chapters.

Forms
User-defined forms can be used to add fields to objects for storing application-specific data. To
apply logic or specific behaviors to the fields, Fabasoft app.ducx expressions can be used.

Categories
Categories can be assigned to objects and thus influence the behavior of the objects.

Processes
Processes can be individually defined, and reflect your business and organizational structure.
BPMN process diagrams are used to design executable business processes. Besides predefined
BPMN processes, ad hoc processes can be started as needed.

Templates
Nearly all objects, and especially documents, can be defined as templates. In this way new, objects
or documents based on a template can be created.

Text Modules
You can use text modules to insert predefined standard texts into Microsoft Word documents.

Display Settings
Predefined display settings can be provided to users who need special views on lists.

Search Forms
Predefined search forms can be provided to users who need an overview of currently existing
objects based on defined search criteria.

Inboxes
For an inbox, rules for processing incoming objects can be defined. A rule consists of conditions
and actions. This way, customer documents can be processed and distributed automatically.

3 Customization Scopes
The management of customizations is done on different levels (scopes). The different scopes are:
• Organization
Organization-wide customizations are made in the customizing area, which is directly
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accessible via the “Templates and Presettings” dashboard on “Home”.
All customizations can be defined organization-wide.
• App
Apps like “Digital Asset Management” can provide their own customizations which are only
available within the app configuration scope.
The number of available customizations depends on the app.
• Room
Rooms can provide their own customizations, which are only available within the room scope.
• User
User-specific customization can only be applied by the user.

4 Release for Usage
To define which customization should be available to a user, the user has to be defined as a team
member in the corresponding room that provides the customization.
In addition, the customization has to be released (“Release for Usage” action). A corresponding
status symbol is displayed for not released customizing objects.
If the customization is changed, it has to be released again for the changes to take effect (“ReRelease” action). A corresponding status symbol is displayed for changed customizing objects. In
the case of compound customizing objects, a status symbol is only displayed if the root object has
changed.
If you do not want the customization to be available any longer, it can be withdrawn (“Withdraw
Release” action).

5 Prerequisites
It is assumed that you have some level of familiarity with the topics outlined in chapter 2
“Customization Options”. More in-depth information about these topics can be found in the user
help:
• https://help.cloud.fabasoft.com/index.php?topic=doc/User-Help-Fabasoft-Cloud-eng/index.htm
In some cases, customizations require the use of Fabasoft app.ducx expressions. General
information about Fabasoft app.ducx expressions can be found here:
• https://help.developer.fabasoft.com/index.php?topic=doc/Fabasoft-appducx-for-CloudDevelopers/appducx-expression-language.htm
The following hints regarding Fabasoft app.ducx expressions may be helpful:
• Predefined values that can be accessed during the evaluation of an expression are provided in
the local scope (this) or global scope (::this). Consult the reference documentation to find
out which values are available in these scopes. The following document provides a link to the
corresponding reference documentation for each expression property:.
https://help.cloud.fabasoft.com/index.php?topic=doc/Reference-Documentation/custompropsoverview.htm
• In most cases, a scope is either an object or a dictionary (key value pairs).
• In most cases, the keyword this can be omitted. If this is an object, this.objname is the same
as objname.
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• The software component COOSYSTEM@1.1 can be omitted. COOSYSTEM@1.1:objname is the
same as objname.
• If you want to use the short reference for other software components than COOSYSTEM@1.1 as
well, you can use the import keyword (e.g. import FSCUSERFORMS@1.1001;).
• If you need to refer to a component object, you must prefix its reference with # (e.g. #objname).
• To declare your own variables for necessary computations, the temporary scope (@) is available
(e.g. @availability = 2).
• If you define a compound type you can use the programming name of the corresponding

property to define the type of a variable (for example, in the Expression for Computing the Value
field).
myaggrlist[] @result = [];

instead of
FormAggregate_2_3505[] @result = [];

• CheckGetSecured and CheckSetSecured can be used to check secured get or set access for a
property of an object (e.g. useful for user properties).
Example:
User @customer = cooobj.[#customer];
if (@customer.CheckGetSecured(#usersurname)) {
@customer.usersurname;
}
else {
"Unknown";
}

• Only properties and actions that are tagged as secure can be used in the expressions
described in this document. An overview of secure properties and actions can be found here:
https://help.cloud.fabasoft.com/index.php?topic=doc/Reference-Documentation/index.htm
When you use expressions for calculation or validation, it can sometimes be difficult to identify
errors in the expressions. To simplify the analysis, you can write trace output to the web browser
console. To do this, you must go to the context menu of the Teamroom in which the object is used,
choose “Tools” > “Activate Trace Outputs” and allow trace output.
Call in expressions:
• cooobj.Trace("string");
• cooobj.Trace("string", value);

Output:
The output is a JSON data record.
• c
Context of the call (Teamroom).
• d
Current time.
• s
Section of the expression (if available).
• t
The text to be traced (first parameter of the trace call).
• u
Current user.
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• v
The value to be traced (second parameter of the trace call).

6 Forms
In the graphical form editor, you can easily create new forms using drag-and-drop and extend
objects with application-specific properties without requiring any programming knowledge. You can
either add a form to an existing object (shown in the properties of the object), or you can directly
create objects based on a form.
Useful for Following Tasks
• Objects and documents with customized data fields should be available.
• Rooms with customized data fields should be available (behave like Teamrooms).
• Containers with customized data fields should be available (may also be defined as file).
• Existing objects should be extended by customized data fields.
• Charts based on user-defined compound types should be available.
Essential information about forms can be found in the user help:
https://help.cloud.fabasoft.com/index.php?topic=doc/User-Help-Fabasoft-Cloud-eng/advanceduse-cases.htm#forms

6.1 Scenario
Objective
The “Development” department needs to structure their technical documents based on their own
classification scheme. The following metadata should be available:
• Manufacturer
• Product
• Information Type (“User Manual”, “Service Manual”, “Specification”)
• Availability (“Internal”, “External”; read-only field based on the information type; not visible if
no information type is defined)
To achieve the objective, proceed as follows:
• Navigate to “Templates and Presettings” > “Form and Category Collections” > “Your desired
form collection”.
• Create a new form.
• Use the Suppress Template Creation option, to prevent objects from being created based on the
form. The form should only be applied to existing documents.
• Manufacturer and Product can be defined as input fields of type string.
• The Information Type can be defined as a combo box with the required three values. The
Programming Name is defined as “informationtype”. Add the following expression so that the
availability is directly refreshed when the information type is changed:
o Handle Changes of Values > Expression for Handling Changes of Values
true;
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• The Availability can be defined as combo box with the required two values. To apply the
required logic, add the following expressions (see the next chapter for a description):

o Compute Visibility of Field > Expression for Computing the Visibility
cooobj.availability;
o Compute Value of Field > Expression for Computing the Value
switch (cooobj.informationtype) {
case 1:
case 2:
@availability = 2;
break;
case 3:
@availability = 1;
break;
}
@availability;

• The form can be added to existing documents by assigning the corresponding Category
(Published) to the documents (“General” tab > Category). The category can also be used to define
additional settings (see chapter 7 “Categories”).
Note: The settings of the Category (Draft) are applied to the Category (Published) when the form
is (re-)released.

Objective
The “Sales” department needs to compare the profit with the projected profit for each sales
region. In addition, a chart is needed to visualize the number of contracts based on their states.
To achieve the objective, proceed as follows:
Visualize the Profit for Each Sales Region
• Navigate to “Templates and Presettings” > “Form and Category Collections” > “Your desired
form collection”.
• Create a new form with “Compound Type” as Base Class, and define three input fields:
o Sales Region (Type: “String”)
o Projected Profit (Type: “Float”)
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o Profit (Type: “Float”)
• Create a new form with “Compound Type” as Base Class, and define two item lists:
o Values (Type: “Compound Type”, Compound Type User Form: the previously defined
compound type, Compound Type Display Mode: “Standard”, Programming Name: “plainvalues”)
o Chart (Type: “Compound Type”, Compound Type User Form: the previously defined compound
type, Compound Type Display Mode: “Chart”, Expression for Computing the Value: value =
cooobj.plainvalues, Expression for Calculating the Control Options: dictionary({ chart:
{ type: "bar" } });)
The values for the chart are taken from the Values field using the expression for computing
the value. The chart should be a bar chart.

Visualize Contracts Based on Their State
• Navigate to “Templates and Presettings” > “Form and Category Collections” > “Your desired
form collection”.
• It is assumed that there are contracts defined as form (“Contract”) with a State combo box
(Programming Name: “contractstate”) defining three states.
• Create a new form with “Compound Type” as Base Class. The compound type will be assigned to
a property on the second form. Define two input fields:
o State (Type: “String”, Programming Name: “ctstate”)
o Amount (Type: “Integer”, Programming Name: “ctamount”)
• Create a new form and define two item lists:
o Contracts (Type: “Object”, Default Form for Objects in Field: “Contract”, Programming Name:
“contracts”)
o Chart (Type: “Compound Type”, Compound Type User Form: the previously defined compound
type, Compound Type Display Mode: “Chart”, Expression for Calculating the Control Options:
dictionary({ chart: { type: "pie" } });)
Expression for Computing the Value:
Object[] @contracts = cooobj.contracts;
value = [
{
ctstate = "In Progress",
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ctamount = count(@contracts[contractstate == 1])
},
{
ctstate = "Review",
ctamount = count(@contracts[contractstate == 2])
},
{
ctstate = "Approved",
ctamount = count(@contracts[contractstate == 3])
}
];

The values for the chart are taken from the Contracts field using the expression for
computing the value. The chart should be a pie chart.

6.2 Using Fabasoft app.ducx Expressions
To apply some logic or dynamic behavior to the fields, Fabasoft app.ducx expressions can be used.
When you hover over a user-defined field in the form editor, the “Edit” button is displayed. Click it to
edit the field, then click the “Advanced” or “Display” tab. Here you can enter the desired Fabasoft
app.ducx expression logic.
The following expressions can be defined in the context of forms:

Form Page: Expression for Computing the Visibility
This option defines a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that computes the visibility of a form page (see
also COOATTREDIT@1.1:formpagevisibleexpr). Click the “Edit” button of the form page itself, then
define the desired expression.
Example
// the page is not shown in explore mode (widget in the content area)
::context != #COODESK@1.1:ExploreObject;

Compute Visibility of Field
Defines a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that computes the visibility of a property (see also
COOSYSTEM@1.1:attrvisibleexpr).
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Example
// the field is only shown if it contains a value
// may be useful if it is a programmatically set read-only field
cooobj.informationtype;

Compute Value of Field
Defines a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that computes the value of a property (see also
COOSYSTEM@1.1:attrvalueexpr). A property with a Fabasoft app.ducx expression for computing its
value is always displayed as read-only in the user interface.
Example
// FSCUSERFORMS@1.1001:GetFieldValue is used to read the the index of
// the combo box with programming name "informationtype"
// the index of the current combo box is set to 2 or 1 depending on the
// value of the combo box "informationtype"
switch(cooobj.informationtype) {
case 1: // user manual
case 2: // service manual
@availability = 2; // external
break;
case 3: // specification
@availability = 1; // internal
break;
}
@availability; // return value

Handle Initialization of Field
Defines a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that computes the initialization value of a property (see
also COOSYSTEM@1.1:attrinitexpr).
Example
// object property: when creating an object the initial value will be an
// object with ID COO.1.506.3.4876
COO.1.506.3.4876

Compute Changeability of Field
Defines a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that computes the changeability of a property (see also
COOSYSTEM@1.1:attrchangeableexpr).
Example
// the field can only be edited when the object is created
cootx.IsCreated(cooobj);

Filter Values
Defines a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that specifies the selectable values of a property (see also
COOSYSTEM@1.1:attrfilterexpr).
Example
// it is assumed that there is an object list with programming
// name "contractdocs"
// the following filter is assigned to an object property "maindoc"
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// only objects contained in "contractdocs" with category
// COO.1.506.3.4201 are provided for selection in "maindoc"
OBJECTLIST(contractdocs[COOTC@1.1001:objcategory == COO.1.506.3.4201]);

Handle Changes of Values
Defines a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that handles the change of a value of a property in the
user interface (see also COOSYSTEM@1.1:attruichangeexpr).
Example
// the integer property "days" is set, if the date properties change and
// the conditions are met (must contain values, enddate >= startdate)
// the following expression is assigned to the date properties
// "startdate" and "enddate"
if (cooobj.startdate && cooobj.enddate) {
if (cooobj.enddate >= cooobj.startdate) {
cooobj.days = (cooobj.enddate - cooobj.startdate) / 86400;
}
}

Compute if the Property Must Be Defined
Defines a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that computes whether the property must contain a value
(see also COOSYSTEM@1.1:attrmustbedefexpr).
Example
// it is assumed that there is an integer property "importance"
// the following expression is assigned to a property "approvedby"
// if the importance value exceeds 10000 "approvedby" is mandatory
cooobj.importance > 10000;

Validate Value
Defines a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that validates a changed value of a property in the user
interface (see also COOSYSTEM@1.1:attrvalidateexpr).
Example
// if the value of the float property is lower than 0, an error is shown
::value >= 0;

Handle Reading of Field
Defines a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that is called before the value of the property is read (see
also FSCUSERFORMS@1.1001:attrgetexpr).

Handle Saving of Field
Defines a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that is called before saving the value of the property when
committing a transaction (see also FSCUSERFORMS@1.1001:attrsetexpr).
Example
// it is assumed that there is an object property "maindoc"
// the following expression is assigned to a property "approvedby"
// the subject of the document in "maindoc" will be set to the value of
// "approvedby"
cooobj.maindoc.ObjectLock(true, true);
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cooobj.maindoc.objsubject = value;

Compute Control Styles
Defines an app.ducx expression that computes the control styles used to display the property (see
also COOSYSTEM@1.1:attrcontrolstyleexpr).
Example
// disables the create and search button for an object property
[COOATTREDIT@1.1:ControlStyle(CTRLSTYLE_DISABLECREATE),
COOATTREDIT@1.1:ControlStyle(CTRLSTYLE_DISABLESEARCH)]

Compute Control Options
Defines an app.ducx expression that computes the control options used to display the property
(see also COOSYSTEM@1.1:attrcontroloptionsexpr).
Example
// the control options are applied to a multiline text property of
// type HTML only the basic styles toolbar is displayed and the height
// is fixed to 10 em
dictionary dict = {
toolbarGroups: "basicstyles",
height: "10em"
};
return dict;

7 Categories
Categories can be assigned to objects (“General” tab) and thus influence the behavior of the
objects.
Note:
• An inbox can be used to assign categories that are automatically based on rules.
• The fields of user-defined forms are persisted in a category, which can also define the following
settings.
Useful for the Following Tasks
• Defining the registration behavior
• Defining default follow-ups
• Defining the retention worthiness
• Defining background tasks
• Granting additional permissions
Essential information about categories can be found in the user help:
https://help.cloud.fabasoft.com/index.php?topic=doc/User-Help-Fabasoft-Cloud-eng/advanceduse-cases.htm#categories
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7.1 Defining the Registration Behavior
By default, the “Register as” context menu command provides all available registration targets. If
the registration target is well-known, it can be restricted to improve usability.
Objective
Images that are placed in an inbox should only be registered as digital assets.
To achieve the objective, proceed as follows:
• Edit the properties of the category and select the entry “Incoming Category for Digital Assets” in
the Incoming Category for Registration field.
• Create an inbox as described in chapter 12 “Inboxes” and define a rule that assigns the
category to pictures.

7.2 Defining Default Follow-Ups
If tasks like reviewing documents must be carried out on a regular basis, it is convenient to get a
reminder. Categories can provide default follow-ups.
Objective
Confidentiality agreements must be reviewed one month before the validity ends. The
responsible users should receive an e-mail reminder.
To achieve the objective, proceed as follows:
• Edit the properties of the category and define a follow-up in the Default Follow-Ups field.
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• Select the “Send E-Mail” action, then define recipients and the message. You can schedule the
follow-up one month before the Valid to base date. In addition, the follow-up can be
rescheduled when the base date changes. If the user changes the validity after the review, the
follow-up will be scheduled again one month before the new validity period ends.

7.3 Defining the Applicability
Not every category makes sense for every object class. Thus, the object classes for which the
categories are allowed can be restricted. In addition, if you want to use special base dates for
follow-ups or retention periods, a restriction to the object classes that provide the desired
properties is needed.
Objective
The category “Contract” only makes sense for Microsoft Word documents and PDF documents.
The category should not be assignable to objects of other object classes.
To achieve the objective, proceed as follows:
• Edit the properties of the category and select “Microsoft Word Document” and “PDF Document”
in the Applicable for field.

7.4 Defining the Retention Worthiness
Compliance rules may enforce that objects must not be deleted for a defined time period.
Objective
Contracts must not be deleted for seven years.
To achieve the objective, proceed as follows:
• Edit the properties of the category and enable the Retention Worthy field (“Retention” tab).
Assign “7 Years” to the retention period and “Created on/at” as base date.
• Define a background task (“Create Background Task” button) that runs immediately after
“Created on/at”. In this case recalculation is not required because the creation date will not
change.
Note: The actual retention period can be found on the “Retention” tab of the object (if a retention
period is defined).

7.5 Defining Background Tasks
Background tasks allow the execution of an action at a definable point in time.
Objective
A process should be started whenever the Valid From date is changed.
To achieve the objective, proceed as follows:
• Edit the properties of the category and create a new background task (“Background Tasks” tab).
• As action, select “Start Process”, and schedule it immediately after the “Valid From”.
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• Enable the recalculation when the base date changes, and enable the repeated execution.

7.6 Granting Additional Permissions
In general, the defined team can access the Teamroom and its contents. Access to individual
objects can also be granted via a category. The Access Protection type of the Teamroom has to be
“Extended by Category” so that the categories are considered.
Objective
The “Construction” department should get access to some documents in the “Development”
Teamroom.
To achieve the objective, proceed as follows:
• Edit the properties of the category, and define the change/read access permissions for the
“Construction” department.
• Set the access protection for the “Development” Teamroom to “Extended by Category”.

8 Processes
BPMN process diagrams are used to model business processes which can be directly executed.
Aside from predefined BPMN processes, ad hoc processes can be started whenever they are
needed.
Useful for the Following Tasks
• Modeling processes in a straight-forward and graphical way
• Tailoring processes to the requirements of your organization
• Involving several departments in the processing of business objects
• Traceable approving and releasing of documents
• Sequential or parallel execution of activities
• Using ad-hoc processes
Essential information about processes can be found in the user help:
https://help.cloud.fabasoft.com/index.php?topic=doc/User-Help-Fabasoft-Cloud-eng/workflow.htm

8.1 Scenario
Objective
The “Legal Services” department may only release contracts that are approved by the head of
department. The “Sales” department should be informed about each approved contract.
To achieve the objective, proceed as follows:
• It is assumed that the contract is a Word document extended by a user-defined form that
provides a Responsible User field (Standard Objects, Allowed Standard Objects: “User”).
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• In addition, an organizational structure has to be available (your organization > Membership >
Organizational Structure) that defines the “Legal Services” and “Sales” departments (members
and a head).
• Navigate to “Templates and Presettings” > “Process Collections” > “your desired process
collection”.
• Define a BPMN process.
• Add a “Pool” and set the Is Executable option to “Yes” (properties of the pool).
• Restrict Applicable for (properties of the pool) to the category of the user-defined form. This
way, the properties of the form are available for modeling the process.
• Define one lane for “Legal Services”. For Abstract Participant, select “Role by Property of the
Object”. For Property, select the Responsible User property as defined by the form. As Position,
select “Head”. This way, the “Legal Services” department will be evaluated because the
responsible user is a member of this department. The “Head” is the head of the “Legal Services”
department who will receive the activity.
• Define one lane for “Sales”. As Organizational Unit, select the “Sales” department. This way all
members of the “Sales” department receive the “Take Note” activity.
• Add a “Start Event”, then a task, then an exclusive gateway (not approved: the process ends;
approved: “Sales” receives the “Take Note” activity).

o Select the “Approve” activity as the first task. The participant is taken from the lane.
o Exclusive gateway:
▪

“Not Approved” sequence flow
Define the Condition Type “Default Flow”.

▪

“Approved” sequence flow
Open the condition editor and select “Approve” in the Last Signature Type field
(“Signatures” tab).

o Select “Take Note” activity for the second task (“Approved” sequence flow). The participant is
taken from the lane.
Processes can be started the following way:
• Manually, by executing the “Tools” > “Start New Process” context menu command on the
corresponding object.
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• Categories may define background tasks with a “Start Process” action.
• An inbox rule can also be used to start a process.

8.2 Using Fabasoft app.ducx Expressions
Following expressions can be defined in the context of processes.
Note: Using the “Show Overview of app.ducx Expressions” context menu command, you get an
overview of all app.ducx expressions defined in the process and, if applicable, in the subprocesses.
This facilitates troubleshooting in particular.

8.2.1 Process Elements
The following expressions are available in the context of process elements.

Expression When Completing the Activity
Defines a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that is executed when the activity is completed (see also
COOWF@1.1:wfcompleteexpression).
To define the expression, double-click a task and switch to the “Extended” tab.
Example
// the object on which the process runs and the current activity are
// available in the local scope
// the processing state of the object will be set
object.ObjectLock(true, true);
object.FSCFOLIO@1.1001:bostate = #FSCFOLIO@1.1001:StateToVerify;
// another process will be started based on a
// BPMN process diagram (e.g. COO.1.506.2.3642)
// the process instance will be stored as global process parameter
COOWF@1.1:ProcessInstance @instance =
object.COOWF@1.1:StartProcessDiagram(COO.1.506.2.3642);
process.COOWF@1.1:SetProcessParameter("proc1", @instance);
// the previously started process can be conditionally terminated in a
// following activity
if (object.FSCFOLIO@1.1001:bostate == #FSCFOLIO@1.1001:StateDone) {
COOWF@1.1:ProcessInstance @instance =
process.COOWF@1.1:GetProcessParameter("proc1");
@instance.COOWF@1.1:SetProcessTerminated();
}

Execute Expression in Background
The Execute Expression in Background activity can be used to execute an expression in background
instead of providing the activity to the user (see also
FSCDIAGRAMEDITOR@1.1001:wfbackgroundexpression). The process is not continued until the
background task has been executed.
To define the expression, double-click a task and select “Execute Expression in Background” as
Activity.
Example
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// sends an e-mail to the responsible user
import FSCFOLIO@1.1001;
import LASC_1_1384RELEASEFORMS@1.506;
coouser.SendBackgroundSecure(object.responsibleuser, null, null, "My Subject",
"My Body Text");

Loop Condition
Defines a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that is used to evaluate the loop condition of an activity
(see also COOWF@1.1:wfwexpression).
To define the expression, select a task and define a Loop Type. Edit the Loop Condition of the task.
You can either directly enter a Fabasoft app.ducx expression, or use the search-like editor.
Example
// the loop continues as long as the object has the wrong state
object.FSCFOLIO@1.1001:bostate == #FSCFOLIO@1.1001:StateToVerify;

Path Condition
Defines a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that is used to evaluate whether a gateway path should be
followed (see also COOWF@1.1:pathcondition).
To define the expression, select a sequence flow and edit the Condition property of the sequence
flow. You can either directly enter a Fabasoft app.ducx expression, or use the search-like editor.
Example
// the sequence flow is followed if the process parameter "isprepared"
// is true
process.COOWF@1.1:GetProcessParameter("isprepared") == true;

Intermediate Conditional Event
Defines a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that stops further processing until the condition is fulfilled
(see also FSCDIAGRAMEDITOR@1.1001:eventpropscondition).
To define the expression, select an intermediate conditional event, then edit the Condition property
of the intermediate conditional event.
Example
// the process stops until the property has a value
object.HasAttributeValue(cootx, #LASC_1_1384RELEASEFORMS@1.506:responsibleuser);

8.2.2 Process Diagram
The following expressions are available in the context of the process diagram.

Expression for Determining the Visibility
Defines a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that determines whether the process is offered for
selection when a process is started (see also COOWF@1.1:wfvisibleexpression).
To define the expression, select the pool and edit the Applicable for property of the pool.
Example
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// the process is only visible for starting if the "Responsible User"
// property (programming name: "responsibleuser") has a value
object.HasAttributeValue(cootx, #LASC_1_1384RELEASEFORMS@1.506:responsibleuser);

Expression for Determining the Usability
Defines a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that determines whether the process can be started. This
allows, for example, to check preconditions that must be fulfilled before the process can be started
(see also COOWF@1.1:wfprecondexpression). If the preconditions are not fulfilled, an error
message is shown.
To define the expression, select the pool and edit the Applicable for property of the pool.
Example
// a customized error is shown if the process is started on an object
// that is still valid
// to show the generic error message just enter an expression that
// returns a Boolean value
import COODESK@1.1;
if (object.objvalidto >= coonow){
coouser.RaiseError(#ErrorGeneric, "The object is still valid.");
}
else {
true;
}

Expression for Initializations
Defines a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that allows defining common initializations and global
process parameters (see also COOWF@1.1:wfinitializationexpression).
To define the expression, select the pool and edit the Initializations property of the pool.
Example
// initially defined process parameters can be read in other process
// expressions using: process.GetProcessParameter("isprepared");
process.SetProcessParameter("isprepared", true);
process.SetProcessParameter("anotherkey", "another value");

9 Templates and Text Modules
In the “Templates and Presettings” area, you can create template and text module collections,
manage templates and text modules therein, and make them available to users.
Useful for Following Tasks
• Providing templates for individual departments.
• Using metadata as fields in Microsoft Word documents.
• Defining personal templates.
• Using text module placeholders in Microsoft Word templates (will be replaced when an
instance is created).
• Using text modules (predefined text) in Microsoft Word documents.
Essential information about templates and text modules can be found in the user help:
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https://help.cloud.fabasoft.com/index.php?topic=doc/User-Help-Fabasoft-Cloudeng/customizing.htm

9.1 Scenario
Objective
For each contract type a Word template must exist. The current version of standard contract text
blocks must be inserted when a contract is created based on the template.
To achieve the objective, proceed as follows:
• Navigate to “Templates and Presettings”.
• In a template collection, create a Microsoft Word template for each contract type.
• In a text module collection, create a text module for each standard text block.
• Edit the Word document, insert the contract text and insert text module placeholders for
standard text blocks (“Fabasoft Cloud” tab > “Insert Text” > “Text Module Placeholder”).

• When a contract based on the template is created, the text module placeholders are replaced.
The usage of the template can be restricted to improve usability and to define available Word fields
(“Template” tab).
• Category
The category is copied to the object created from the template.
Note: If applicable, lists can programmatically allow objects only with certain categories. In this
way, the category can also restrict where the template can be used.
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• Contained in
Defines the folder types in which the template can be used. This can either be done using the
object class or the category of the folder. If object classes and categories are specified together,
the folder must have a defined object class and a defined category.
• Files
Defines the type of files in which the template can be used. You can do this using either the
object class or the category of the file. If object classes and categories are specified together,
the file must have a defined object class and a defined category.

9.2 Using Fabasoft app.ducx Expressions
The following expressions can be defined in the context of text modules.

Expression for Further Restrictions of Usability
Defines a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that may further restrict the use of the text module (see
also COOAR@1.1:modulevisibleexpr).
The expression can be found on the “Usage” tab of the text module.
Example
// can only be used in objects that contain the string "(draft)"
// in the name
lower(objname) contains "(draft)"

10 Display Settings
Predefined display settings can be provided to users who need special views on lists.
Useful for Following Tasks
• Providing an overview of object metadata
Essential information about display settings can be found in the user help:
https://help.cloud.fabasoft.com/index.php?topic=doc/User-Help-Fabasoft-Cloudeng/customizing.htm#defining-presettings

10.1 Scenario
Objective
The “Controlling” department needs an overview of contract metadata.
To achieve the objective, proceed as follows:
• Navigate to “Templates and Presettings” > “Presetting Collections” > “desired presetting
collection”.
• Create a display setting.
• Define which columns should be displayed, and how (sorting, grouping, width).
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11 Search Forms
Predefined search forms can be provided to users who need an overview of currently existing
objects based on search criteria.
Useful for Following Tasks
• Providing an overview of currently existing objects based on search criteria.
Essential information about search forms can be found in the user help:
https://help.cloud.fabasoft.com/index.php?topic=doc/User-Help-Fabasoft-Cloudeng/customizing.htm#defining-presettings

11.1 Scenario
Objective
The “Legal Services” department needs all contracts of a certain year per business unit.
To achieve the objective, proceed as follows:
• Navigate to “Templates and Presettings” > “Presetting Collections” > “desired presetting
collection”.
• Create a search form.
• Define the search criteria (object class and values of properties).

12 Inboxes
In an inbox, rules for the processing of incoming objects can be defined. A rule consists of
conditions and actions. For example, network drives (WebDAV) can be used to store external
documents in the inbox.
Useful for Following Tasks
• Importing an organizational structure
• Extracting e-mail attachments
• Defining property values
• Assigning categories
• Classifying with Mindbreeze InSpire
• Starting processes
Essential information about inboxes can be found in the user help:
https://help.cloud.fabasoft.com/index.php?topic=doc/User-Help-Fabasoft-Cloud-eng/advanceduse-cases.htm#inbox

12.1 Scenario
Objective
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If the incoming object is a PDF document and the name of the object contains the word
“contract”, then the “Contract” category should be assigned. In addition, a process for approving
should be started.
To achieve the objective, proceed as follows:
• Create an inbox (in the personal folder or in a Teamroom).
• Define a rule:
o As the first condition, select “Object Class” as property and “PDF Document” as value.
o As the second condition, select “Name” as property and enter “contract” as value.
o As the first action, use “Assign Category” and select the “Contract” category.
o As the second action, use “Start Process” and select the desired BPMN process.
Note: All conditions must be met for the rule to be executed. Do not specify a condition if the rule
should always be executed. All actions of a rule are executed, but only the first applicable rule is
executed.

12.2 Using Fabasoft app.ducx Expressions
The following expressions can be defined in the context of inboxes.

Condition as Expression
Defines a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that is used as rule condition (see also
FSCTEAMROOM@1.1001:rlcexpression).
Example
// the rule action is executed if the name of the incoming object
// contains "contract" (case-insensitive)
// "objname" can be read as "this.objname" whereby "this" is
// the incoming object
lower(objname) contains "contract"
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Execute User Defined Expression
The “Execute User Defined Expression” action can be used to execute an expression on the
incoming object (see also FSCTEAMROOM@1.1001:eeaexpression).
Example
// sets the subject of the incoming object
objsubject = "Subject of " + objname;
// the applied rule is available in the global scope
// the incoming object will be removed from the inbox list
// the incoming object is added to a Teamroom with
// Cloud ID "COO.1.506.3.4282"
@inbox = ::rule.FSCTEAMROOM@1.1001:GetObjectRoom();
@inbox.ObjectLock(true,true);
@inbox.FSCTEAMROOM@1.1001:ibrchildren -= this;
@tr = COO.1.506.3.4130;
@tr.ObjectLock(true,true);
@tr.FSCTEAMROOM@1.1001:trchildren += this;

13 Comprehensive Example: Handling Documents and Collaborating
This comprehensive example summarizes the most important customization options within one
extensive scenario to provide an insight into how to solve an application-specific problem.
Objective
Starting Situation
A plant construction and engineering company is divided into following scenario-relevant
departments:
• Development
• Construction
• Sales
The main objective is to provide an efficient way to handle technical documents and to simplify
the collaboration within the organization and with suppliers/customers.
• The “Development” department depends on specification documents from suppliers, and
authors custom specification documents.
• The “Construction” department depends on the documents of the “Development”
department.
• The “Sales” department provides contracts for customers.
Specification Documents
• A product file summarizes all specification documents of a product.
• Standard product files are provided as templates.
• Standard specification documents are provided as templates.
• The product file metadata is used in the specification document templates as fields.
• The detail view with defined columns for the most important product metadata is used to
provide a quick overview.
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• Processes are used to inform other departments of approved specification documents.
Collaboration With Customers
• A contract is modelled as a Word document with additional metadata provided by a form.
• Standard contracts are provided as templates.
• Text modules are used to provide standard text blocks that can be added to individual
contracts.
• The contracts are published as PDF documents with QR codes and sent to the customer to
be signed.
• Contracts received as e-mail attachments can be automatically imported to the Fabasoft
Cloud using the Microsoft Outlook integration. An inbox is used to extract the attachments
and automatically replace the unsigned contracts with the signed ones.

13.1 Common
Model-based customizations are only accessible to users who are defined as team members in the
customizing rooms. For usability reasons, do only provide customizations to the users that need
them. In addition, the customizations have to be released for usage.

13.2 Specification Documents
The following model-based customizations are carried out to manage specification documents.
Task 1
• A product file summarizes all specification documents of a product.
• Standard product files are provided as templates.
Product File Form
1. Navigate to “Templates and Presettings” > “Form and Category Collections” > “desired form
collection”.
2. Create a form with two pages. The “Product” page should not be visible in explore mode while
the “Documents” page should only be visible in explore mode.
o Base Class: “Container With User Data”
o Use as File: “Yes”
o “Product” page
Expression for Computing the Visibility: ::context != #COODESK@1.1:ExploreObject;
▪ Product ID
“Input Field”, Type: “String”, Programming Name: “prodid”
▪ Product Description
“Input Field”, Type: “String”, Programming Name: “proddesc”
▪ Responsible User
“Input Field”, Type: “Object”, “Standard Objects“, Allowed Standard Objects: “User”,
Programming Name: “responsible user”
▪ Any additional fields that might be needed.
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o “Documents” page
Expression for Computing the Visibility: ::context == #COODESK@1.1:ExploreObject;
▪ Documents
“Input Field”, Type: “Object”, “Commonly Usable Objects”, Allowed Commonly Usable Objects:
“Object With Object List” and “Document”, Programming Name: “proddocuments”
Product File Template
1. Navigate to “Templates and Presettings” > “Template Collections” > “desired template
collection”.
2. Create a template (based on the “Product” form that you created before).
3. Create a template category named “Products” and assign it to the template (“Template” tab >
Template Categories), so that the template is displayed in a separate group in the creation
dialog.
4. You can further edit the template in order to create a predefined folder hierarchy in the
Documents field, for instance.
Testing
1. Navigate into a Teamroom and create a new object (“Add Entry” > “New”). The product file is
provided in the “Products” group.
2. A specification document can be added to the product file, for instance.

Task 2
• Standard specification documents are provided as templates.
• The product metadata is used in the specification document templates as fields.
Specification Document Template
1. Navigate to “Templates and Presettings” > “Template Collections” > “desired template
collection”.
2. Create a template (based on a “Microsoft Word Document”).
3. Create a template category named “Specifications” and assign it to the template (“Template” tab
> Template Categories), so that the template is displayed in a separate group in the creation
dialog.
4. For the product file metadata to be used as fields in the Word document, assign the product
file category to the template (“Template” tab > Files).
5. Edit the Word document and add the standard text of the specification. Product file metadata
can be inserted as needed (e.g. “Fabasoft Cloud” tab > “Insert Field” > “Product” > “Product ID”).
Testing
1. Create a Word document in a product file.
2. Edit the document and verify that the standard text is present, and that the fields are replaced
with product file metadata accordingly.

Task 3
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The detail view with defined columns for the most important product metadata is used to provide
a fast overview.
Display Settings
1. Navigate to “Templates and Presettings” > “Presetting Collections” > “desired presetting
collection”.
2. Create a “Display Setting” and define the desired columns.
Testing
1. Navigate into a Teamroom that contains product files.
2. Click on the entries count on the top right and select the previously defined display setting.

Task 4
Processes are used to inform other departments of approved specification documents.
BPMN Process
1. Navigate to “Templates and Presettings” > “Process Collections” > “desired process collection”.
2. Create a BPMN process.
3. Add a “Pool” and set Is Executable to “Yes” (properties of the pool).
4. Edit Applicable for in the properties of the pool. Define the category of the user-defined form
“Product” in the Object Class/Category of the File field. This way, the properties of the form are
available in order to model the process.
5. Define one lane for “Development”. As Abstract Participant select “Role by Property of the File of
the Object”. For Property, select the Responsible User property as defined by the product file
form. For Position, select “Head”. This way, the “Development” department will be evaluated
because the responsible user is a member of this department. “Head” is defined as the head of
the “Development” department who will receive the activity.
6. Define one lane for “Construction”. As Organizational Unit select the “Construction” department.
This way, all members of the “Construction” department receive the “Take Note” activity.
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7. Add a “Start Event”, then a task, then an exclusive gateway (not approved: the process ends;
approved: “Construction” receives the “Take Note” activity).

8. Select the “Approve” activity for the first task. The participant is taken from the lane.
o Exclusive gateway:
▪

“Not Approved” sequence flow
Define the Condition Type “Default Flow”.

▪

“Approved” sequence flow
Open the condition editor and select “Approve” in the Last Signature Type field
(“Signatures” tab).

o Select the “Take Note” activity for the second task (“Approved” sequence flow). The
participant is taken from the lane.
Testing
1. Navigate to a specification document stored in a product file.
2. Start the defined process (“Tools” > “Start New Process” context menu command).
3. The activities are shown in the worklist of the respective users.

13.3 Collaboration with Customers
Following model-based customizations are carried out to ease the collaboration with customers.
Task 1
• A contract is modelled as a Word document with additional metadata provided by a form.
• Standard contracts are provided as templates.
Contract Form
1. Navigate to “Templates and Presettings” > “Form and Category Collections” > “desired form
collection”.
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2. Create a form:
o Base Class: “Object With User Data”
o Suppress Template Creation: “Yes”
o Fields
▪ Contracting Party
“Input Field”, Type: “Object”, “Standard Objects”, Allowed Standard Objects: “Contact Person”
and “Organization”, Programming Name: “contractingparty”
▪ Contract Value
“Input Field”, Type: “Currency”, Programming Name: “contractvalue”
▪ Any additionally needed fields.
Contract Word Template
1. Navigate to “Templates and Presettings” > “Template Collections” > “desired template
collection”.
2. Create a template (“Microsoft Word Document”).
3. Assign the Category (Published) of the previously defined form to the template (“Template” tab >
Category).
4. Create a template category named “Contracts” and assign it to the template (“Template” tab >
Template Categories), so that the template is displayed in a separate group in the creation
dialog.
5. Edit the Word document and enter the contract text.
Testing
1. Navigate into a Teamroom and create a new object (“Add Entry” > “New”). The contract is
provided in the “Contracts” group.
2. In the properties of the newly created contract, the contracting party can be selected
(organizations and contact persons are managed in the “Contact Management”).

Task 2
Text modules are used to provide standard text blocks that can be added to individual contracts.
Text Module
1. Navigate to “Templates and Presettings” > “Text Module Collections” > “desired text module
collection”.
2. Create a text module and enter the desired standard text.
3. Create a text module category named “Cancellations Policies” and assign it to the text module
(“Template” tab > Template Categories), so that the text module is displayed in a separate group
in the selection dialog.
Testing
1. Edit the contract and insert a text module at the cursor position (“Fabasoft Cloud” tab > “Insert
Text” > “Formatted Text Module”).
2. Select the desired text module.
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Task 3
• The contracts are published as PDF documents with QR codes and sent to the customer to
be signed.
• Contracts received as e-mail attachments can be automatically imported to the Fabasoft
Cloud using the Microsoft Outlook integration. An inbox is used to extract the attachments
and automatically replace the unsigned contracts with the signed ones.
Inbox
1. Navigate to your personal folder.
2. Create an inbox (background context menu command “New”).
3. Define a rule with two actions.

o “Extract E-Mail Attachments (Asynchronous)”
Post-Processing: “Delete E-Mail After Extracting Attachments”
o “Assign (Asynchronous)”
Assignment Based on: “QR Code”
Microsoft Outlook Integration
1. In Microsoft Outlook, create a new folder and define an Outlook rule which states that e-mails
with attached contracts are moved to this folder (e.g. based on the subject).
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2. Execute the “Connect to Fabasoft Cloud” context menu command on the Outlook folder to
establish the connection. Select the previously created inbox as target.

Testing
1. Print the contract as PDF with QR code (“Tools” > “Print With QR Code” context menu
command).
2. Compose an e-mail in Microsoft Outlook and attach the PDF document with QR code
(simulates a customer e-mail).
3. Move the e-mail to the connected Outlook folder.
4. The e-mail will be imported to the inbox. The inbox actions are executed asynchronously,
resulting in the Word contract being replaced by the signed PDF contract automatically.

14 Comprehensive Example: Service Process
This example demonstrates how a simple service process can be modeled, using templates, text
modules, user-defined forms and BPMN processes – free of media disruption.
Objective
The following service process should be modeled:
Customer
• The customer sends a support request via e-mail.
Support Department
• The e-mail is imported via the “Cloud Mail Import” function.
• An inbox assigns the category “Support Request” to the e-mail and the process “Check
Service Request” is initiated.
• The support employee validates the service request in the workflow. For this purpose, the
comment function can be used.
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Service Department
• The service employee issues a service order for the service request in the workflow.
Field Service
• The field service employee conducts the service order.
• The field service employee completes the service call report in the workflow as predefined in
a template and uploads images for documentation purposes.
Support Department
• The support employee closes the service call report in the workflow. For this purpose, the
signature function can be used, and thus the service call report can be countersigned.
Service Department
• The service employee closes the service order in the workflow.
In the following chapters, you can find the elements and adjustments necessary for implementing
the service process. For the sake of a compact presentation, there is no step-by-step instruction.
The necessary basic information is available in the previous chapters.

14.1 Forms
In a form and category collection, create the forms as described in the following chapters and
release them for usage. You need to re-release them after an alteration.
• Service Request
A service request is an e-mail that is categorized as a service request.
• Service Order
A service order is created from a reviewed service request.
• Service Orders
Is used as a dashboard to present all service orders in one view.
• Service Call Report
A service call report is completed by the technician and countersigned by the customer.

14.1.1 Service Request
The “Service Request” form is defined as follows:
Common (Create Dialog)
• Base Class: “Object With User Data”
• Symbol: “Mail”
• Suppress Template Creation: “Yes”
“Service Request” page
• Expression for Computing the Visibility: false;
No additional fields are required since the service request is based upon an e-mail that comes
with all necessary meta data. Hence, this form page should not be visible.
• Separator
Add a separator because the form page must contain at least one element.
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Common (Properties)
• Applicable for: “E-Mail (MIME)”, “E-Mail (Microsoft Office Outlook)”

14.1.2 Service Order
The “Service Order” form is defined as follows:
Common (Create Dialog)
• Base Class: “Container With User Data”
• Use as File: “Yes”
• Symbol: “Support Request”
“Check List” page
• Expression for Computing the Visibility: cooobj.FSCFOLIO@1.1001:bostate not in
[#FSCFOLIO@1.1001:StateReceived, #FSCFOLIO@1.1001:StatePlanning];

The tab should only be visible if this is useful (based on the status)
• Ball Bearing Lubricated

“Check Box”, Programming Name: “soballbearinglubricated”, Expression for Computing the
Changeability: cooobj.FSCFOLIO@1.1001:bostate in
[#FSCFOLIO@1.1001:StateInProgress];

• Remarks
“Input Field”, Type: “String”, Programming Name: “soremarks”
“Service Order” page
• Number
“Input Field”, Type: “Numerator”, Numerator Keys: “Teamroom”, Programming Name:
“sonumerator”
• Customer
“Input Field”, Type: “Object” (“Standard Objects”, “User”), Programming Name: “socustomer”
• Address
“Input Field”, Type: “String”, Programming Name: “socustomeraddress”, Expression for Computing
the Value:
FSCFOLIO@1.1001:Address @address =
cooobj.socustomer.FSCFOLIO@1.1001:address[0];
if (@address) {
@address.FSCFOLIO@1.1001:addrstreet + ", " +
@address.FSCFOLIO@1.1001:addrzipcode + " " +
@address.FSCFOLIO@1.1001:addrcity;
}

• Phone
“Input Field”, Type: “String”, Programming Name: “socustomertelephone” Expression for
Computing the Value:
cooobj.socustomer.FSCFOLIO@1.1001:telephone[0].FSCFOLIO@1.1001:telnumber;

• Activity
“Input Field”, Type: “String”, Must Be Defined: “Yes”, Programming Name: “soactivity”, Expression for
Computing the Changeability:
cooobj.FSCFOLIO@1.1001:bostate in [#FSCFOLIO@1.1001:StateReceived,
#FSCFOLIO@1.1001:StatePlanning];
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• Status
“Standard Property”, Standard Property: “Processing State”, Label: “Status”, Expression for
Computing the Changeability: false;
• Service Technician
“Input Field”, Type: “Object” (“Standard Objects”, “User”), Must Be Defined: “Yes”, Programming
Name: “sotechnician”, Expression for Computing the Changeability:
cooobj.FSCFOLIO@1.1001:bostate in [#FSCFOLIO@1.1001:StateReceived,
#FSCFOLIO@1.1001:StatePlanning];

• Service Appointment
“Input Field”, Type: “Date”, Must Be Defined: “Yes”, Initialize With Current Date: “Yes”, Programming
Name: “sodate”, Expression for Computing the Changeability: cooobj.FSCFOLIO@1.1001:bostate
in [#FSCFOLIO@1.1001:StateReceived, #FSCFOLIO@1.1001:StatePlanning];

“Documents” page
• Documents
“Item List”, Type: “Object” (“Commonly Usable Objects”, “Document”), Programming Name:
“sodocuments”
Common (Properties)
• Applicable for: “Container With User Data”
• Available Processing States: “Received”, “Planning”, “In Progress”, “Done”, “Released”, “Not
Released”
• Default Processing State: “Received”
• Name Build Configuration
Note: Before defining the name build, release the form at least once.
o Enable Name Build: “Yes”
o Used Properties: “Name”
o Expression for Computing the Name Build:
"SO " + coouser.Format(cooobj.[#sonumerator], "0000") + " - " +
coouser.Format(cooobj.objcreatedat, "yyyy-mm-dd") + " - " +
cooobj.socustomer.GetName();

14.1.3 Service Orders
The “Service Orders” form is defined as follows:
Common (Create Dialog)
• Base Class: “Room With User Data”
• Symbol: “Tree”
“Service Orders” page
• Service Orders
“Item List”, Type: “Object” (“Forms”, “Service Order”), Default Form for Objects in Field: “Service
Order”, Programming Name: “soserviceorders”
Common (Properties)
• Applicable for: “Room With User Data”
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14.1.4 Service Call Report
The “Service Call Report” form is defined as follows:
Common (Create Dialog)
• Base Class: “Document With User Data”
• Suppress Template Creation: “Yes”
“Service Call Report” page
• Expression for Computing the Visibility: false;
No additional fields are necessary. Hence, this form page should not be visible.
• Separator
Add a separator because the form page must contain at least one element.
Common (Properties)
• Applicable for: “Microsoft Word Document”

14.2 Text Modules
In a text module collection, create the text modules as described in the following chapters.
The text modules are used in the template for the service call report. Depending on the result of
technician’s check (OK, NOT OK), the text module is inserted in case of a positive or negative result.
In order to simplify the example, only the test point “Ball Bearing Lubricated” is defined.

14.2.1 Ball Bearing Lubricated - OK
The static text module (Word) “Ball Bearing Lubricated - OK” contains the text that is to be inserted
upon a positive result.
"Usage” tab
• Current Document: “Microsoft Word Document”, “Service Call Report”
• Files: “Service Order”
• Expression for Further Restrictions of Usability:
cooobj.FSCFOLIO@1.1001:objfile.[#soballbearinglubricated] == true;

14.2.2 Ball Bearing Lubricated - NOT OK
The static text module (Word) “Ball Bearing Lubricated - NOT OK” contains the text that is to be
inserted upon a negative result.
"Usage” tab
• Current Document: “Microsoft Word Document”, “Service Call Report”
• Files: “Service Order”
• Expression for Further Restrictions of Usability:
cooobj.FSCFOLIO@1.1001:objfile.[#soballbearinglubricated] == false;
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14.3 Template
In a template collection, create a Microsoft Word document “Service Call Report” with fields, text
module placeholders, and image placeholders.
“Template” tab
• Category: “Service Call Report”
• Files: “Service Order”
Fields (Word Document)
• Customer
• Address
• Service Technician
• Ball Bearing Lubricated
Text Module Placeholders (Word Document)
• Ball Bearing Lubricated - NOT OK
• Ball Bearing Lubricated - OK
Image Placeholders (Word Document)
• Arbitrary image (alternative text, without quotes: “Picture before service call”)
• Arbitrary image (alternative text, without quotes: “Picture after service call”)

14.4 Processes
In a process collection, create the processes as described in the following chapters.
Pre-requisites:
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• It is assumed that the following departments exist in the organization: “Support Staff”, “Service
Staff”, “Customers” (external organization).
• An instance of the form “Service Orders” must exist (see chapter 14.1.3 “Service Orders”).
• An inbox “Support Inbox” must exist (see chapter 14.5 “Inbox”). At this point, it suffices to have
an inbox because the final configuration requires the process “Check Service Request”.
Note: In order to efficiently test the processes, make your user account the sole participant in
every step. Only after a successful initial test is it advisable to assign participants for the productive
operation of the processes.

14.4.1 Check Service Request
Create the BPMN process “Check Service Request”.

Pool
• Applicable for: “Service Request”
Lane
• Support Staff
o Process Participant > Organizational Unit: “Support Staff”
Task
• Check Service Request
o Lane: “Support Staff”
o Activity: “Review”
o Expression When Completing the Activity: see below
Note: You must use the Fabasoft Cloud ID of your objects.
Check Service Request (Expression When Completing the Activity)
// Replace: reference and domain ID of your forms (the
// reference can be found in the properties of the form category)
import LASC_1_8075RELEASEFORMS@1.506;
if (object.COOSIGNATURE@1.1:lastsigned == COO.1.1001.1.198684) {
// Replace: ID of your external organization "Customer"
FSCFOLIOCLOUD@1.1001:ExtOrganization @extorgcustomer = COO.1.506.1.8143;
STRING @sender = object.COOMAPI@1.1:mailsender;
STRING @email = (coouser.FSCEXPEXT@1.1001:RegexCapture(@sender,
"[a-zA-Z0-9+._-]+@[a-zA-Z0-9._-]+\\.[a-zA-Z0-9_-]+"))[0];
// Creates a customer user object (if not existing)
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User @newcustomer = coouser.FSCORGMGMT@1.1001:CreateUser(@email,
, , , , , , , @extorgcustomer, false);
// Replace: ID of the form template "Service Order" (the template can be
// found in the properties of the form)
FSCUSERFORMS@1.1001:ContainerWithUserForm @template = COO.1.506.3.3527;
// Creates a service order object
FSCUSERFORMS@1.1001:ContainerWithUserForm @instance =
@template.FSCTEMPLATEMGMT@1.1001:InstantiateTemplateObject();
@instance.[#sodocuments] += object;
@instance.[#socustomer] = @newcustomer;
@instance.[#soactivity] = object.objname;
// Replace: ID of the "Sevice Orders" instance
FSCUSERFORMS@1.1001:RoomWithUserForm @room = COO.1.506.3.3539;
@room.ObjectLock(true, true);
// Adds the service order object to the "Service Orders"
@room.[#soserviceorders] += @instance;
// Removes the e-mail from the "Support Inbox"
// Replace: ID of the "Support Inbox" instance
FSCCLOUDMAIL@111.100:CloudMailInboxRoom @inbox = COO.1.506.3.3540;
@inbox.ObjectLock(true, true);
@inbox.FSCTEAMROOM@1.1001:ibrchildren -= object;
// Starts the "Process Service Order" process
// Replace: ID of the "Process Service Order" process (see next chapter)
@instance.COOWF@1.1:StartProcessDiagram(COO.1.506.2.3543);
}

14.4.2 Process Service Order
Create the BPMN process “Process Service Order”.

Pool
• Applicable for: “Service Order”
Lanes
• Service Staff
o Process Participant > Organizational Unit: “Service Staff”
• Field Service
o Process Participant > Abstract Participant: “Property of the Object” (“Service Technician”)
Tasks
• Plan Service Order
o Lane: “Service Staff”
o Activity: “Edit”
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o Expression When Completing the Activity:
object.ObjectLock(true, true);
object.FSCFOLIO@1.1001:bostate = #FSCFOLIO@1.1001:StateInProgress;

• Process Service Order
o Lane: “Field Service”
o Activity: “Edit”
o Expression When Completing the Activity: see below
Process Service Order (Expression When Completing the Activity)
// Replace: reference and domain ID of your forms (the
// reference can be found in the properties of the form category)
import LASC_1_8075RELEASEFORMS@1.506;
object.ObjectLock(true, true);
object.FSCFOLIO@1.1001:bostate = #FSCFOLIO@1.1001:StateToVerify;
// Replace: ID of the "Service Call Report" Word template
COOMSOFFICE@1.1:WinWordObject @instance =
COO.1.506.2.3535.FSCTEMPLATEMGMT@1.1001:InstantiateTemplateObject();
@instance.FSCFOLIO@1.1001:objfile = object;
// Adds the Word instance to the service order documents
object.[#sodocuments] += @instance;
// Resolves the text modules in the Word instance
@instance.FSCTEMPLATEMGMT@1.1001:ResolveTextModules();
// Updates the tables in the Word instance
@instance.FSCAPPTOOLS@1.1001:UpdateTables();
// Adds the first and the last image of the service order documents list to
// the Word instance
@instance.FSCAPPTOOLS@1.1001:UpdatePictures("Picture before service call",
object.[#sodocuments][IsUsable(#FSCWEBCONT@1.1001:ImageObject)][0]);
@instance.FSCAPPTOOLS@1.1001:UpdatePictures("Picture after service call",
object.[#sodocuments][IsUsable(#FSCWEBCONT@1.1001:ImageObject)][-1]);
// Starts the "Close Service Call Report" process
// Replace: ID of the "Close Service Call Report" process (see next chapter)
@instance.COOWF@1.1:StartProcessDiagram(COO.1.506.3.3544);

• Close Service Order
o Lane: “Service Staff”
o Activity: “Close File”
o Expression When Completing the Activity:
object.ObjectLock(true, true);
object.FSCFOLIO@1.1001:bostate = #FSCFOLIO@1.1001:StateReleased;

14.4.3 Close Service Call Report
Create the BPMN process “Close Service Report”. The sign activities are only available if there are
digital signatures configured for your organization.
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Pool
• Applicable for: “Service Call Report”
• Object Class/Category of the File: “Service Order”
Lanes
• Service Staff
o Process Participant > Organizational Unit: “Service Staff”
• Customer
o Process Participant > Abstract Participant: “Property of the File of the Object” (“Customer”)
Tasks
• Close Service Call Report
o Lane: “Service Staff”
o Activity: “Sign Digitally”
• Countersign Service Call Report
o Lane: “Customer”
o Activity: “Sign Digitally”
• Service Call Report Signed
o Lane: “Service Staff”
o Activity: “Take Note”

14.5 Inbox
Configure the inbox “Support Inbox” (see chapter 14.4 “Processes”) with the following rule.
Inbox
• Apply Rules Only for Top Level: “Yes”
Rule
• Name: “Process Service Request”
• Actions: “Assign category ‘Service Request’”, “Start process ‘Check Service Request’”
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14.6 Cloud Mail Import
In a Teamroom, create an a “Cloud Mail Import” named “Support Mail Inbox” which imports e-mails
from your support mailbox.
“E-Mail Server” tab
• Enter mail server data.
• Target Folder: “Support Inbox”
“Automation” tab
• E-mails can be imported regularly and automatically.

14.7 Result
Having completed the model-based customizations, you can test the service process.
1. Make sure to have an e-mail in your mailbox.
2. Navigate to your “Support Mail Inbox” and execute the context menu command “Check Now”.
3. Navigate into your “Support Inbox”. Therein, the e-mails from your e-mail server must be
available. The e-mails must be assigned the category “Service Request” (“General” tab) and the
process “Check Service Request” (“Processes” tab) must be available.
4. Navigate into your worklist.
Note: It is assumed that for the purpose of this test you made yourself the sole participant in
all activities.
5. In the activity “Check Service Request”, do the task “Review”.
6. In the activity “Plan Service Order”, do the task “Open Properties”. In the field “Service
Technician”, select yourself.
7. In the activity “Plan Service Order”, do the task “Finished”.
8. In the activity “Process Service Order”, do the task “Open Properties”. Check the option “Ball
Bearing Lubricated”.
9. In the activity “Process Service Order”, do the task “Upload” two times to upload two images
which serve as evidence.
10. In the activity “Process”, do the task “Finished”.
11. In the activity “Close Service Call Report”, do the task “Sign Digitally and Close”.
Note: In this example, you must skip the activity “Close Service Order” for now since it must be
done at the end.
12. In the activity “Countersign Service Call Report”, do the task “Sign Digitally”.
13. In the activity “Service Call Report Signed”, do the task “Take Note”.
14. In the activity “Close Service Order”, do the task “Close”. This will close the service order.
Now all processes are concluded. The finished service order can be found in “Service Orders”.

15 Appendix: Fabasoft app.ducx Expressions
app.ducx Expression Language is a proprietary interpreted script language. This chapter introduces
the app.ducx Expression Language as used in Fabasoft app.ducx. The main concepts also apply to
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expressions defined in the context of model-based customizing. But keep in mind that the
possibilities are restricted for model-based customizing.
Note: The grammar of the app.ducx Expression Language can be found in chapter 15.12
“Grammar of the app.ducx Expression Language”. The syntax for search queries is available in
chapter 15.13 “Grammar of the app.ducx Query Language”.

15.1 General Remarks Concerning app.ducx Expression Language
app.ducx Expression Language is a distinct domain-specific language of Fabasoft app.ducx.
app.ducx expressions can be embedded inline in an expression block in other domain-specific
languages. However, it is also possible to create separate .ducx-xp files containing app.ducx
expressions. app.ducx expression language files can be referenced from other domain-specific
languages using the file keyword.
The app.ducx expression language is processed by the Fabasoft app.ducx compiler and
transformed into Fabasoft app.ducx Expressions, which are evaluated at runtime by the kernel.
Keywords, predefined functions and predefined variables are not case sensitive.

15.1.1 Evaluating Expressions at Runtime
In the first step, the expression code is parsed. An expression can be parsed at runtime by calling
the Parse method of the runtime. The Parse method returns an expression object (which is not
related to an object stored in the domain). In a second step, the Evaluate method is invoked on
the expression object for evaluating the expression. The scopes to be used during the evaluation of
the expression must be passed to the Evaluate method. The result of the evaluation is passed
back in the return value of the Evaluate method.

15.1.2 Testing Expressions
By selecting some expression code in any app.ducx file, this code can be executed against the
installation.

15.1.3 Tracing in app.ducx Expression Language
Using app.ducx expression language, you can write trace messages to the Fabasoft app.ducx
Tracer.
For writing messages and variable values to the trace output, you can either use the %%TRACE
directive or the Trace method of the runtime.
If you pass two arguments to the Trace method of the runtime, the first argument is interpreted as
a message while the second argument is treated as the actual value.
The %%TRACE directive can also be used to trace special objects like cootx to output all transaction
variables defined for a transaction or coometh to output all set parameters within the
implementation of a method.
Note:
• Values traced using the %%TRACE directive are only written to the Fabasoft app.ducx Tracer if
trace mode is enabled for the corresponding software component whereas values traced using
the Trace method of the runtime are always written to the Fabasoft app.ducx Tracer.
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• Keep in mind that the %%TRACE directive only works for method implementation and
customization points.
Example
// Tracing string messages
coort.Trace("This message is written to the trace output");
// Tracing variable values
string mystrvar = "Hello world!";
object myobjvar = cooroot;
coort.Trace("Value of mystrvar", mystrvar);
coort.Trace("Value of myobjvar", myobjvar);
// Trace directives are only evaluated if the software component
// is in trace mode
%%TRACE("Value of mystrvar", mystrvar);
%%TRACE("Value of myobjvar", myobjvar);
// Tracing local and global scope
coort.Trace("Local variables", this);
coort.Trace("Global variables",::this);

15.2 Scopes
A scope is similar to a container holding a value that is accessible during the evaluation of an
expression. The following distinct scopes are available to you when an expression is evaluated:
• local scope, which is accessed using the operator :>
• global scope, which is accessed using the operator ::
• temporary scope, which is accessed using the operator @
You can use the keyword this along with the corresponding operator to access the value of a
scope (e.g. :>this yields the value of the local scope, and ::this the value of the global scope).
However, in most cases the keyword this can be omitted. When accessing the local scope, you can
also omit the operator :> in most cases.
Note: Inside the selection operator [] for selecting values of lists or compound properties, the :>
operator is required to access the local scope.
The keyword declare is used to declare an identifier. The Fabasoft app.ducx compiler
automatically generates identifier declarations for use case parameters to allow access to
parameters over the local scope when implementing a use case in app.ducx expression language.
For the following example, assume that the local scope this contains an instance of object class
APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:Order, and that the temporary variable @customer contains an instance
of object class FSCFOLIO@1.1001:ContactPerson. APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:customerorders is
an object list pointing to instances of object class APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:Order. Within the
square brackets put after APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:customerorders, this has a different
meaning as it refers to each instance stored in the object list, and not to the local scope.
Example
ContactPerson @customer;
// Returns a STRINGLIST containing the names of all orders in property
// APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:customerorders
@customer.customerorders[objname];
// Returns an OBJECTLIST containing the orders whose name is identical to
// the name of the order in the local scope
@customer.customerorders[objname == :>objname];
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In the following example, two strings, isbn and title, are declared in the local scope this. The
temporary variable @publication is initialized with a dictionary consisting of two properties, isbn
and title that in turn are initialized using the two strings isbn and title from the local scope.
Note: Within the scope of the curly braces or square brackets if used with filter expressions, when
using the assignment operator “=”, this refers to the compound structure itself. To access the
local scope, the :> operator must be used.
Example
string isbn = "000-0-00000-000-0";
string title = "An Introduction to Fabasoft app.ducx";
dictionary @publication = { isbn = :>isbn, title = :>title };

For better readability, the "JSON" notation could be used. In this notation, the scope does not
change.
Example
string isbn = "000-0-00000-000-0";
string title = "An Introduction to Fabasoft app.ducx";
dictionary @publication = { isbn : isbn, title : title };

The temporary scope @this is used for storing temporary values during the evaluation of an
expression. Local scope this and global scope ::this are similar to parameters, and can be
populated with any valid value when the Evaluate method is called for evaluating an expression.
The scopes cannot be changed while an expression is evaluated. However, you can add or modify
dictionary entries if a scope contains a dictionary.

15.3 Types
For all variables within an expression a type should be defined explicitly.
Syntax
// Declaring a variable
Type variable;
// Declaring and initializing a variable
Type variable = initialValue;

Valid types are object classes and objects of the class COOSYSTEM@1.1:TypeDefinition, which
includes basic data types (such as COOSYSTEM@1.1:INTEGER, COOSYSTEM@1.1:STRING or
COOSYSTEM@1.1:DATETIME) as well as compound types and enumerations.
Additionally, attribute definitions (objects of type COOSYSTEM@1.1:AttributeDefinition ) can be
used as types for variables.
Shortcuts are provided for basic data types as defined by the object model language as well as
kernel interfaces as listed below.
Type

Description

runtime

The type for a runtime interface, such as the predefined symbol coort.
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transaction

The type for a transaction interface, such as the predefined symbol cootx.
An interface of this type is returned, if you create a new transaction using
coort.CreateTransaction().

method

The type for a method interface, such as the predefined symbol coometh. An
interface of this type is returned, if you obtain the implementation of a use
case using cooobj.GetMethod().

searchresult

The type for an interface for the result of an asynchronous search, as
returned by coort.SearchObjectsAsync().

expression

The type for a Fabasoft app.ducx Expression interface, as returned by
coort.Parse().

aggregate

The type for an aggregate interface, which can be used as a generic
substitute for any compound type.

interface

A generic type for an interface.

Example
integer @bulksize = 150;
string @query = "SELECT objname FROM APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:Order";
searchresult @sr = coort.SearchObjectsAsync(cootx, @query);
Order[] @results = null;
while ((@results = @sr.GetObjects(@bulksize)) != null) {
%%TRACE("Fetched chunk of search results", @results);
@results.ProcessOrder();
}

15.3.1 Redeclaration of Variables
Sometimes the types of variables are not known or not specific enough to write expressions
without warnings. This can be fixed using the keyword assume. assume tells the app.ducx compiler
the correct type.
Example
usecase OnUserAndGroup(any memberof) {
variant User, Group {
expression {
if (cooobj.HasAttribute(cootx, #usersurname)) {
assume User cooobj;
assume Group[] memberof;
}
}
}
}
private class SimpleObject: COODESK@1.1:Folder {
AdministrationObject[] server {
filter = expression as attrfilterbooleanexpr {
if (HasClass(#Group)) {
assume Group this;
return this.grshortname != null
}
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}
}
}

15.3.2 Declaration of Available Variables
Some scopes can contain variables which are not documented. Should this be the case and the
developer wants to access these variables, the keyword assume can be used, too. In this case the
assume statement is written like a parameter declaration, specifying input/output modifier.
Example
usecase SetReturnURL() {
variant User {
application {
expression {
assume in string sys_branchvalue;
assume out ::ru;
...
}
}
}
}

15.3.3 Declaration of Dictionary Members
The keyword assume can also be used to declare the types of dictionary entries, especially the
cardinality.
Example
usecase UpdateUser(dictionary datainput) {
variant User {
expression {
assume string datainput.name;
cooobj.objname = name;
assume integer[] datainput.weights;
}
}
}

15.4 Operators
app.ducx expression language supports a wide range of operators.

15.4.1 Assignment Operators
Assignment operators allow you to set property and variable values. The following table contains a
list of supported assignment operators.
Operator Description
=

The = operator is used for simple assignments. The value of the right operand is
assigned to the left operand.
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+=

Both operands are added, and the result is assigned to the left operand. The +=
operator can be used with strings, numeric data types, currencies and lists.

-=

The right operand is subtracted from the left operand, and the result is assigned to
the left operand. The -= operator can be used with numeric data types, currencies,
lists and dictionaries.

*=

Both operands are multiplied, and the result is assigned to the left operand. The *=
operator can be used with numeric data types, currencies, lists and dictionaries.

/=

The left operand is divided by the right operand, and the result is assigned to the left
operand. The /= operator can be used with numeric data types, currencies, lists and
dictionaries.

%=

A modulus operation is carried out, and the result is assigned to the left operand. The
%= operator can only be used with numeric data types, currencies, lists and
dictionaries.

<<=

<<= is used for character- and bitwise shifting to the left. The <<= operator can be

used with strings, integers, currencies and lists.
>>=

>>= is used for character- and bitwise shifting to the right. The >>= operator can be

used with strings, integers, currencies and lists.
??=

If the left operand is null, the right operand is evaluated and assigned to the left
operand.

Example
Order @order;
Customer @customer;
// A simple assignment operation
@order.orderdate = coonow;
// Adding an element to a list
@customer.customerorders += @order;
// Adding an element to a list only if it is not part of the list already
@customer.customerorders *= @order;

15.4.2 Logical Operators
Logical operators support short circuit evaluation semantics. The right operand is only evaluated if
the result of the evaluation is not determined by the left operand already. The following table
shows a list of the supported logical operators.
Operator

Description

and (alternatively &&)

The and operator indicates whether both operands are true. If both
operands have values of true, the result has the value true. Otherwise,
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the result has the value false. Both operands are implicitly converted to
BOOLEAN and the result data type is BOOLEAN.
or (alternatively ||)

The or operator indicates whether either operand is true. If either
operand has a value of true, the result has the value true. Otherwise, the
result has the value false. Both operands are implicitly converted to
BOOLEAN and the result data type is BOOLEAN.

not (alternatively !)

The expression yields the value true if the operand evaluates to false,
and yields the value false if the operand evaluates to true. The operand
is implicitly converted to BOOLEAN, and the data type of the result is
BOOLEAN.

??

The expression yields the value of the left operand if not null, otherwise
the value of the right operand.

Example
if (@orderstate == OrderState(OS_SHIPPED) and @orderdate != null or
@orderstate == OrderState(OS_COMPLETED) and @invoice == null) {
throw #InvalidProcessingState;
}

15.4.3 Calculation Operators
The following table contains a list of supported calculation operators.
Operator

Description

+ - * / %

The +, -, *, / and % operators are supported for numeric data types and
lists. +, -, * and / are also supported for currencies (* and / need one
integer or float operand). Additionally, the + operator can be used to
concatenate strings.
When used with lists, the following semantic applies:
+ (concatenation): The right operand is concatenated to the end of the left

operand.
- (difference): Each element from the right operand is removed from the

left operand.
* (union): Each element from the right operand is appended to the left

operand if the element does not occur in the left operand.
/ (symmetric difference): The resulting list is the union of the difference of

the left and the right operand and the difference of the right and the left
operand: a / b == (a - b) * (b - a) == (a * b) - (b % a).
% (intersection): The resulting list is the list of elements that exist in both

the left and the right operand.
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Note: Each element in a list is treated as an individual element, even if the
list contains other elements with the same value. So be careful if you use
operators with lists that are not unique.
Since there are two elements "2" in the left operand, these expressions are
true:
[1, 2, 2] - [2] == [1, 2];
[1, 2, 2] * [2] == [1, 2, 2];

When used with dictionaries, the following semantic applies:
- (difference): Each entry from the right operand is removed from the left

operand (regardless of the value of the entry)
* (union): Each entry from the right operand is appended to the left

operand if the entry does not occur in the left operand.
/ (symmetric difference): The resulting dictionary is the union of the

difference of the left and the right operand and the difference of the right
and the left operand: a / b == (a - b) * (b - a) == (a * b) - (b %
a).
% (intersection): The resulting dictionary contains the entries that exist in

both the left and the right operand. The values are taken from the left
operand.
++

The ++ increment operator is a unary operator that adds 1 to the value of
a scalar numeric operand. The operand receives the result of the
increment operation. You can put the ++ before or after the operand. If it
appears before the operand, the operand is incremented. The
incremented value is then used in the expression. If you put the ++ after
the operand, the value of the operand is used in the expression before the
operand is incremented.

--

The -- decrement operator is a unary operator that subtracts 1 from the
value of a scalar numeric operand. The operand receives the result of the
decrement operation. You can put the -- before or after the operand. If it
appears before the operand, the operand is decremented. The
decremented value is then used in the expression. If you put the -- after
the operand, the value of the operand is used in the expression before the
operand is decremented.

<<

The << is used for character- and bitwise shifting to the left. The <<
operator can be used with strings, integers, currencies and lists. When
used with strings, the right operand specifies the number of characters
removed from the beginning of the string. When used with lists, the right
operand specifies the number of elements to be removed from the top of
the list.

>>

The >> is used for character- and bitwise shifting to the right. The >>
operator can be used with strings, integers, currencies and lists. When
used with strings, the right operand specifies the number of spaces
inserted on the left side of the string. When used with lists, the right
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operand specifies the number of elements to be removed from the end of
the list.

Example
@aaa = ["John", "James", "Jim", "Jamie"];
@bbb = ["Jamie", "Jim"];
// Check if every element of list @bbb is included in list @aaa.
// You have to sort the both operands of the compare
// since for % the order is taken from the first operand @aaa:
sort(@aaa % @bbb) == sort(@bbb);
// So it is more efficient to use the difference:
@bbb - @aaa == [];
// Check if the last change of an object was carried out on the same date it was
// created. Using the "%86400" operation, the time portion of the datetime
// property "COOSYSTEM@1.1:objchangedat" is set to "00:00:00" in order to
compare
// the date portion only using the "==" operator.
objcreatedat % 86400 == objchangedat % 86400

Note: If two different currencies are added or subtracted an implicit conversion is carried out.
Following evaluation order is defined: The conversion table of the transaction variable
TV_CURRCONVTAB is used. If TV_CURRCONVTAB is not available, the conversion table of the left
operand is used. If not available, the conversion table of the right operand is used. Otherwise, an
error is generated.

Examples for List Operators
The +, -, *, / and % operators (concatenation, difference, union, symmetric difference, intersection)
are supported for lists. The following example shows how list operators work.
Example
[]+[1] == [1];
[1, 2, 3] + [2, 3, 4]
[1, 2, 3] + [] == [1,
[1, 2, 3] - [2, 3, 4]
[1, 2, 3] - [1, 2, 3]
[1, 2, 2, 3] - [1, 2,
[1, 2, 3] - [3, 2, 1]
[1, 2, 3] - [4, 5, 6]
[1, 2, 2] - [2, 3, 4]
[] - [1] == [];
[1, 2, 3] * [2, 3, 4]
[1, 2, 2] * [1, 2, 2,
[] * [1, 2, 2] == [1,
[1, 2, 3] * [] == [1,
[1, 2, 3] * [3, 2, 1]
[1, 2, 2] * [2, 3, 4]
[1, 2, 3] / [4, 5, 6]
[1, 2, 3] / [2, 3, 4]
[1, 2, 3] / [1, 2, 3]
[1, 2, 3] / [3, 2, 1]
[1, 2, 2] / [2, 3, 4]
[1, 2, 3, 4] % [2, 3,
[1, 2, 3] % [2, 3, 4]
[1, 2, 3] % [4, 5, 6]

==
2,
==
==
3]
==
==
==

[1, 2, 3, 2, 3, 4];
3];
[1];
[];
== [2];
[];
[1, 2, 3];
[1, 2]

==
3,
2,
2,
==
==
==
==
==
==
==
4]
==
==

[1, 2, 3, 4];
3, 3, 4] == [1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4];
2];
3];
[1, 2, 3];
[1, 2, 2, 3, 4];
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6];
[1, 4];
[];
[];
[1, 2, 3, 4]
== [2, 3, 4];
[2, 3];
[];
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[1, 2, 3] % [3, 2, 1] == [1, 2, 3];
[] % [4, 5, 6] == [];

Examples for Dictionary Operators
The -, *, / and % operators (difference, union, symmetric difference, intersection) are supported for
dictionaries. These operators work on an element level, the value of a dictionary entry is not
relevant. The left operand dominates. The following example shows how dictionary operators work.
Example
({}) - ({}) == ({});
({}) - ({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) == ({});
({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) - ({}) == ({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true });
({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) - ({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) == ({});
({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) - ({ b: 2, c: "x", d: true }) == ({ a: 1 });
({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) - ({ a: 2, b: "x", c: 1 }) == ({});
({ a: 2, b: "x", c: 1 }) - ({ a: "x" }) == ({ b: "x", c: 1 });
({}) * ({}) == ({});
({}) * ({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) == ({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true });
({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) * ({}) == ({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true });
({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) * ({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) == ({ a: 1, b: "x", c:
true });
({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) * ({ b: 2, c: "x", d: true }) ==
({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true, d:
true });
({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) * ({ a: 2, b: "x", c: 1 }) == ({ a: 1, b: "x", c:
true });
({ a: 2, b: "x", c: 1 }) * ({ a: "x" }) == ({ a: 2, b: "x", c: 1 });
({}) / ({}) == ({});
({}) / ({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) == ({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true });
({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) / ({}) == ({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true });
({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) / ({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) == ({});
({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) / ({ b: 2, c: "x", d: true }) == ({ a: 1, d: true
});
({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) / ({ a: 2, b: "x", c: 1 }) == ({});
({ a: 2, b: "x", c: 1 }) / ({ a: "x" }) == ({ b: "x", c: 1 });
({}) % ({}) == ({});
({}) % ({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) == ({});
({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) % ({}) == ({});
({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) % ({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) == ({ a: 1, b: "x", c:
true });
({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) % ({ b: 2, c: "x", d: true }) == ({ b: "x", c: true
});
({ a: 1, b: "x", c: true }) % ({ a: 2, b: "x", c: 1 }) == ({ a: 1, b: "x", c:
true });
({ a: 2, b: "x", c: 1 }) % ({ a: "x" }) == ({ a: 2 });

15.4.4 Comparison Operators
Comparison operators allow you to compare two operands. The following table provides a
summary of the supported comparison operators. The data type of the result is always BOOLEAN.
Operator

Description

==

The equality operator compares two operands and indicates whether the
value of the left operand is equal to the value of the right operand. The
equality operator has a lower precedence than the relational operators (<,
<=, >, >=).
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!= (alternatively, <>)

The inequality operator compares two operands and indicates whether the
value of the left operand is not equal to the value of the right operand. The
inequality operator has a lower precedence than the relational operators
(<, <=, >, >=).

<

The relational operator < compares two operands and indicates whether
the value of the left operand is less than the value of the right operand.

<=

The relational operator <= compares two operands and indicates whether
the value of the left operand is less than or equal to the value of the right
operand.

>

The relational operator > compares two operands and indicates whether
the value of the left operand is greater than the value of the right operand.

>=

The relational operator >= compares two operands and indicates whether
the value of the left operand is greater than or equal to the value of the
right operand.

<=>

The relational operator <=> compares two operands. It returns -1 if the left
value is lower and +1 if the left value is greater than the right value. If the
values are equal, the result is 0.

contains

The contains operator determines whether left operand contains the
right operand. This operator can be used with string operands. It may be
preceded by the not keyword.

like

The like operator determines whether the left string matches the right
string. The % and _ wildcards can be used in the right string operand. The
like operator can be preceded by the sounds keyword for a phonetic
comparison. Furthermore, it can also be preceded by the not keyword.

in

The in operator determines whether the value of the left operand is an
element of the list provided in the right operand. The in operator can also
be used with a list in the left operand. It may be preceded by the not
keyword.
When using lists in both operands, the semantic is:
[a1, a2, ... an] in [b1, b2, ... bm]
->
(a1 == b1 or a1 == b2 or ... or a1 == bm) or
(a2 == b1 or a2 == b2 or ... or a2 == bm) or
.
.
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.
(an == b1 or an == b2 or ... or an == bm)

This means, that the expression is true, if any element from the left
operand is in the list of the right operand.
Note:
• Version 2021 and later releases
When the left operand is null (i.e. an empty list) the evaluation of the
in operator is false.
• Version 2020 and prior releases

When the left operand is null (i.e. an empty list) the evaluation of the
in operator is true.
This behavior was changed as it led to typical errors in cases like this:
if (obj in objlist) {
obj.GetName(cootx);
}
includes

The includes operator determines whether the value of the right operand
is an element of the list provided in the left operand. It may be preceded
by the not keyword.
When using lists in both operands, the semantic is:
[a1, a2, ... an] includes [b1, b2, ... bm]
->
(a1 == b1 or a1 == b2 or ... or a1 == bm) and
(a2 == b1 or a2 == b2 or ... or a2 == bm) and
.
.
.
(an == b1 or an == b2 or ... or an == bm)

This means, that the expression is true, if all elements from the right
operand are in the list of the left operand.
Note:
• Version 2021 and later releases
When the right operand is null (i.e. an empty list) the evaluation of the
includes operator is false.
• Version 2020 and prior releases

When the right operand is null (i.e. an empty list) the evaluation of the
includes operator is true.
This behavior was changed as it led to typical errors in cases like this:
if (objlist includes obj) {
obj.GetName(cootx);
}
between and

The between and operator determines whether the value of the first
operand is in the range between the values of the operands provided after
the keywords between and and.
If the first operand is a list, then all values of the list must be between the
second and the third operand.
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is null

The is null operator returns true if the value of the left operand is
undefined.

Example
if (@points < 100) {
@memberstatus = "MS_SILVER";
}
else if (@points between 100 and 1000) {
@memberstatus = "MS_GOLD";
}
else {
@memberstatus = "MS_PLATINUM";
}
// If @memberstatus is null this evaluates to true
if (@memberstatus in ["MS_GOLD", "MS_PLATINUM"]) {
@expressshipping = true;
}
if (@nickname like "Bob%" or @nickname in ["Dick", "Rob"]) {
@firstname = "Robert";
}

Note:
• When comparing aggregates or dictionaries, the values of all attributes or entries are
compared. The comparison is recursive for nested values.
• Aggregate types can specify a comparator method in COOSYSTEM@1.1:typecompare. When
comparing such aggregates this method is used to calculate the result of the comparison.
Standard comparison of aggregates only allows a check for equality of values (operators ==, != ,
in, and includes). Using COOSYSTEM@1.1:typecompare allows implementation of greater or
less operators for aggregates. If no COOSYSTEM@1.1:typecompare is specified, the default
comparison for aggregates uses the properties in COOSYSTEM@1.1:typesort first, then the
properties in COOSYSTEM@1.1:typecompattrs.
• Objects are compared in an internal order.
• Dictionaries only allow a check for equality of values (operators ==, != , in, and includes).
• Contents and COM interfaces cannot be compared by their value, when comparing using the
operators ==, != , in, and includes, the internal identity of these objects is used.
• String operands are compared using the setting COOSYSTEM@1.1:domaincisqry in your current
domain object. The default for this setting is true, meaning that comparison is case insensitive
by default. This is also relevant for min/max/sort/unique/find and the list operators -, *, /, and
%.

15.4.5 Conditional Operator
The conditional operator ?: has three operands. It tests the result of the first operand, and then
evaluates one of the other two operands based on the result of the evaluation of the first operand.
If the evaluation of the first operand yields true, the second operand is evaluated. Otherwise, the
third operand is evaluated.
Example
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@orders = (@customer != null) ?
@customer.customerorders[objname] :
null;

15.4.6 Selection Operator
The selection operator [] can be used for the following purposes:
• as a list constructor to define a list of values,
• to select elements from a list of values
• to filter elements of a list,
• to specify a parameter as the return value when invoking a use case, and
• for calculated identifiers (see chapter 15.8 “Calculated Identifiers”).
Note:
• Version 2021 February Release and later releases
When using the selection operator to filter elements of a list, the following optimization is
implemented: if the result of the expression is used in a Boolean context or checked for null,
processing stops, once the Boolean result is available.
if (folder.objchildren[IsUsable()]) {
// list processing stopped after the first matching object
}
boolean visisble = folder.objchildren[IsUsable()] != null;

• Version 2020 and prior releases
When using the selection operator to filter elements of a list, all elements are processed.
Example
// Constructing an empty list
@productcategories = [];
// Constructing a list of string values
@productcategories = ["Fish", "Meat", "Poultry"];
// Selecting elements from a list
// The result is a single element
@fish = @productcategories[0];
@meat = @productcategories[1];
// Selecting multiple elements from a list
// The result is a list again
@nofish = @productcategories[1,2];
// Selecting elements starting from the end of the list by specifying negative
indices
@poultry = @productcategories[-1];
// Example for filtering a list: This expression returns the orders that
// do not have a valid order date.
// The result is again a list if more than one item is selected
@customer.customerorders[orderdate is null];
// Selecting a sub list
// The result is a list again
@nofish = @productcategories[1:2];
// Selecting a sub list with negative elements
// The result is a list again
@nofish = @productcategories[-2:-1];
// Specifying a parameter as the return value when invoking a use case
@neworder = #Order.ObjectCreate()[2];
// Results in the method object of the call
@meth = #Order.ObjectCreate()[...];
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// Results in all entries of the customization point CPSymbols
@list = coouser.CPSymbols()[...];

15.4.7 $ Operator
By default, the kernel tries to interpret identifiers as references when evaluating expressions. In
order to use an identifier that could also be a reference as name, it must be prefixed with $.
Note: The Fabasoft app.ducx compiler will attempt to automatically insert the symbol $ when
serializing the expression, if it can determine the context in which the identifier is used. If it can’t
calculate a definitive type, you will receive a warning.
For the following example, assume that the local scope contains a dictionary. objname can only be
used as a variable when prefixed with $.
Example
// Assuming the local scope contains a dictionary:
$objname = "Hello world";
// When omitting the "$", the expression is interpreted as follows:
this.COOSYSTEM@1.1:objname = "Hello world";

15.4.8 # Operator
If you need to retrieve a component object in an expression, you must prefix its reference with #. In
order to use an identifier that could also be a variable as reference, it must be prefixed with #.
Note: The Fabasoft app.ducx compiler will attempt to automatically fully qualify an identifier to a
reference when serializing the expression, if it can determine the context in which the identifier is
used. If it can’t calculate a definitive type, you will receive a warning.
For instance, when referring to a property definition or an object class, you must prefix the
reference with # in order to get the corresponding component object.
Example
// Accessing property definition COOSYSTEM@1.1:objname
@objnameprop = #objname;
@ordername = @order.GetAttributeValue(cootx, @objnameprop);
// Accessing object class APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:Order
@orderclass = #APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:Order;
@neworder = @orderclass.ObjectCreate();
// Accessing property of undeclared object
@neworder.#objname = "New Name";

15.5 Predefined Variables and Functions
The app.ducx expression language provides you with a set of predefined variables and functions to
make programming as convenient as possible.

15.5.1 Predefined Variables
The following table shows the list of predefined variables that are provided automatically by the
kernel when an expression is evaluated.
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Variable

Description

coort

The coort variable can be used to access the runtime.

cootx

The current transaction context is accessible by the cootx variable.

cooobj

The cooobj variable holds the current object on which the evaluation of the
expression is invoked.

coometh

For use case implementations in app.ducx expression language, the coometh
variable holds the so-called method context.

coouser

The coouser variable holds the user object of the current user.

coogroup

The coogroup variable holds the group object of the role of the current user.

cooposition

The cooposition variable holds the position object of the role of the current
user.

cooenv

The cooenv variable holds the user environment of the current user.

cooroot

The cooroot variable holds the desk of the current user.

coolang

The coolang variable holds the language of the current user.

coodomain

The coodomain variable holds the current domain.

coonow

The coonow variable holds the current date and time.

Example
// Using the runtime
User @user = coort.GetCurrentUser(); // or coouser
object @desk = coort.GetCurrentUserRoot();// or cooroot
datetime @currentdate = coonow;
// Accessing transaction variables using the generic interface
cootx.SetVariableValue(#APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200, 1, #BOOLEAN, 0, true);
boolean @txvarval = cootx.GetVariableValue(#APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200, 1);
// Using the current object
string @name = cooobj.GetName(cootx);
ObjectClass @objcls = cooobj.GetClass();
Object[] @orders = cooobj.APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:customerorders;
// Using the method context to call the super method
cooobj.CallMethod(cootx, coometh);

15.5.2 Implicit Properties of the STRING Data Type
Values of data type STRING currently only support the implicit property length, which returns the
length of the string in characters.
Example
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@mystr = "Hello world!";
@mystrlen = @mystr.length;

15.5.3 Implicit Properties of the DATETIME Data Type
Values of data type DATETIME expose implicit properties that can be used to access the individual
date and time components. These implicit properties are listed in the following table. All of these
implicit properties are of data type INTEGER.
Property

Description

year

The year property can be used for getting and setting the year.

month

The month property can be used for getting and setting the month.

day

The day property can be used for getting and setting the day.

hour

The hour property can be used for getting and setting the hour.

minute

The minute property can be used for getting and setting the minutes.

second

The second property can be used for getting and setting the seconds.

dayinweek

The dayinweek property can be used for getting the day of the week, with the
value 0 representing Sunday and 6 representing Saturday.

dayinyear

The dayinyear property can be used for getting the day of the year, with the
possible values ranging from 1 to 366 (for a leap year).

weekinyear

The weekinyear property can be used for getting the week of the year, with
the possible values ranging from 1 to 52.

local

The local property returns the date and time value converted to local time.

universal

The universal property returns the date and time value converted to
universal time.

Example
@currentdate = coonow;
@currentdate.hour = 12;
@currentdate.minute = 0;
@currentdate.second = 0;
@closed = @currentdate.dayinweek == 0;

15.5.4 Implicit Properties of the OBJECT Data Type
Values of data type OBJECT expose implicit properties that can be used to access some aspects of
the object.
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Property

Description

address

The address property can be used to get the unique key of the object.

identification

The identification property can be used to get the key of an object at a
given time.

name

The name property can be used to get the name of the object without
transaction context.

reference

The reference property can be used to get the reference of an object.
This property is only defined for objects of classes derived from
ComponentObject.

Example
@desk = cooroot;
string @addr = @desk.address;

15.5.5 Implicit Properties of the CONTENT Data Type
Values of data type CONTENT deliver results of interface functions with fixed parameters for easy
access. Some properties can be used to initialize the content.
Property

Description

Init

Function

base16

The base16 property returns the
content as hex encoded string.

yes

GetContent(...COOGC_BASE16...)

base64

The base64 property returns the
content as base 64 encoded
string.

yes

GetContent(...COOGC_BASE64...)

content

The content property returns the
content string.

yes

GetContent(...COOGC_MULTIBYTEF
ILE|COOGC_UTF8 ...)

date

The date property returns the
modification time.

no

GetDate()

file

The file property returns a file
with the content with resolving of
doc properties.

yes

GetFile()

hash

The hash property returns a hash
string of the content.

no

GetHash()

id

The id property returns the
content id.

no

GetID()
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object

The object property returns the
associated object.

yes

rawfile

The rawfile property returns a
file with the content without
resolving of doc properties.

no

GetFile()

size

The size property returns the size no
in bytes.

GetSize()

Example
content @mycont = content("Hello world!");
content @mycontfromhex = {base16: "4142"};
integer @mycontsize = @mycont.size;
%%ASSERT(mycontfromhex.$content == "AB");

Note: When converting a STRING to a CONTENT as in the example above, be aware that this
conversion also includes an UTF-8-byte order mark (BOM). Therefore, the value @mycontsize is 15
(3 from the BOM and 12 from "Hello world!").

15.5.6 Implicit Pseudo Functions
The following table contains a list of implicit pseudo functions supported by app.ducx expression
language. These functions can be invoked on an object.
Function

Description

IsClass(class)

IsClass determines whether the object class it is invoked on is

derived from or identical to class.
HasClass(class)

HasClass determines whether the object is an instance of or derived

from class.
GetClass()

GetClass returns the object class of the object.

GetName(tx)

GetName returns the Name (COOSYSTEM@1.1:objname) of the object.

GetAddress()

GetAddress returns the Address (COOSYSTEM@1.1:objaddress) of the

object.
GetReference()

GetReference returns the Reference (COOSYSTEM@1.1:reference) of

a component object.
GetIdentification()

GetIdentification returns the full identification of the object,

which is a combination of the Address (COOSYSTEM@1.1:objaddress)
and a version timestamp.
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Example
@objectclass = cooobj.GetClass();
@objectname = cooobj.GetName(cootx);
@objectaddress = cooobj.GetAddress();
cooobj.HasClass(#APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:Order) ?
cooobj.APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:ProcessOrder() : null;

15.5.7 Working With Contents
The following table lists methods that can be invoked on variables of type CONTENT.
Method

Description

GetFile(name,
generatetemp)

GetFile copies the CooContent to a file and returns the file name. name

SetFile(name,
removeonrelease)

SetFile stores the content of a file in a CooContent. name denotes the

GetContent(tx,
flags, codepage)

GetContent returns a CooContent as a String and can only be used

SetContent(tx,
flags, codepage,
string)

SetContent stores a String in a CooContent.

denotes the name of the file to be created.

name of the file to be used as a source.

for retrieving text-based contents.

Example
// Assuming that the global scope contains a dictionary
if (::HasEntry("description")) {
// Initialize a new content
content @description = {};
// Set the string contained in ::description into the content
// (use 65001 as "codepage" for UTF-8 encoding)
@description.SetContent(cootx, 1, 65001, ::description);
// Remove the description string from the global scope dictionary
::ClearEntry("description");
}

15.5.8 Working With Dictionaries
The following table lists methods that can be invoked on variables of type DICTIONARY.
Method

Description

GetEntry(key)

GetEntry returns the list of values stored under key. Use this

method for retrieving lists from a dictionary.
GetEntryValue(key)

GetEntryValue returns value stored under key. Use this

method for retrieving scalar values from a dictionary.
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GetEntryValueCount(key)

GetEntryValueCount returns the number of values of the entry

specified by key.
GetEntryCount()

GetEntryCount returns the number of entries in a dictionary.

GetEntryKey(index)

GetEntryKey returns the key of the entry of the specified
index.

SetEntry(key, values)

SetEntry creates an entry under key for the specified values.

Use this method for storing lists of values in a dictionary.
SetEntryValue(key, inx,
value)

SetEntryValue creates an entry under key for the specified

TestEntry(key)

TestEntry checks whether a dictionary contains an entry under

value. Use this method for storing a scalar value in a dictionary.

key. This method returns true if the value stored under key is
null.
HasEntry(key)

HasEntry checks whether a dictionary contains an entry under
key. This method returns false if the value stored under key is
null.

ClearEntry(key)

ClearEntry removes the entry stored under key from a

dictionary.
Reset()

Reset removes all entries from a dictionary.

Backup()

Backup serializes the contents of a dictionary to a string.

Restore(string)

Restore rebuilds a dictionary from a serialized string.

15.5.9 Getting the Data Type of an Expression
The typeof function allows you to determine the data type of an expression. The result is a type or
property definition object.
Example
// Determining the data type of the local scope
@localtype = typeof(this);
// Determining the data type of the global scope
@globaltype = typeof(::this);
// Determining the data type of a variable
@myvalue = "Hello world!";
@resulttype = typeof(@myvalue);
// Determining the data type of an expression
@resulttype = typeof(cooobj.APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:customerorders);

15.5.10 String Functions
The following table contains the list of string utility functions.
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Function

Description

upper(string)

The upper function converts all characters of a string to upper
case.

lower(string)

The lower function converts all characters of a string to lower
case.

indexof(string, pattern)

The indexof function returns the character-based index of
pattern within string. If the pattern is not found the function
returns -1

strlen(string)

The strlen function returns the length of string.

strtrim(string)

The strtrim function trims white space at the beginning and at
the end of string.

strhead(string, index)

The strhead function extracts the leftmost index characters from
a string and returns the extracted substring. index is zero-based.
If a negative value is supplied in index, absolute value of index is
subtracted from the length of the string. If the absolute value of a
negative index is larger than the length of the string, 0 is used for
index.

strtail(string, index)

The strtail function extracts the characters from a string
starting at the position specified by index and returns the
extracted substring. index is zero-based. If a negative value is
supplied in index, the absolute value of index is subtracted from
the length of the string. If the absolute value of a negative index
is larger than the length of the string, 0 is used for index.

strsplit(string,
separator)

The strsplit function identifies the substrings in string that are
delimited by separator, and returns a list containing the
individual substrings.

strjoin(list [,
separator])

The strjoin function concatenates the list of strings and
inserts separator between the individual elements yielding a
single concatenated string. If separator is not specified or null
then the list elements are concatenated directly.

strreplace(string, from
[, to])

The strreplace function replaces all occurrences of string from
with string to in string. If to is not specified or null then all
occurrences of from are deleted from the string.

Example
@value
@value
@value
@value

=
=
=
=

strhead("ABC", 1);
strtail("ABC", 1);
strsplit("ABC", "B");
strjoin(["A", "B", "C"], "");

//
//
//
//

yields
yields
yields
yields

"A"
"BC"
["A","C"]
"ABC"
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@value
@value
@value
@value

=
=
=
=

strjoin(strsplit("A-B-C", "-"), "+"); // yields "A+B+C"
strreplace("ABC", "B", "");
// yields "AC"
strreplace("ABCABC", "B", "X");
// yields "AXCAXC"
strlen("ABC");
// yields 3

In addition to the string functions provided by app.ducx expression language, the actions listed in
the following table are useful for manipulating strings. For further information, refer to the Fabasoft
reference documentation.
Function

Description

COOSYSTEM@1.1:Format(value,
pattern, symbols, result)

This action takes a single value (any type) as first parameter
and a formatting pattern as second parameter.
The third parameter is for advanced options (code page,
custom symbols for separators or the decimal point).
The result is returned in the fourth parameter.
Refer to the Fabasoft reference documentation for a
description of the supported formatting patterns.

COOSYSTEM@1.1:Print(string,
...)

Processes a format string or prints the object to a resulting
string.
If the string parameter contains a non-empty format string,
this is used regardless of the object of the action.
If the object is a string object, the property Print
COOSYSTEM@1.1:string is used as format string.
If the object is an error message, the property
COOSYSTEM@1.1:errtext is used as format string.
In all other cases the name of the object is used as format
string.
If the string contains formatting patterns starting with the "%"
character these patterns are replaced by the additional
parameters of the Print action.
Refer to the Fabasoft reference documentation for a
description of the supported formatting patterns.

COOSYSTEM@1.1:PrintEx(string, Uses COOSYSTEM@1.1:Print to print a format string or an
arguments)

object to a resulting string. Parameters for formatting are
passed in a string list in the parameter arguments.
Each line in the string list in the arguments parameter is
evaluated as an expression.

Example
// Get the modification date of the object as formatted string
string @formattedstr = cooobj.Format(cooobj.objmodifiedat, "dT");
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// Format an integer value with leading zeroes to yield "000123"
integer @intval = 123;
string @intvalstr = cooobj.Format(@intval, "000000");
// Format an integer value using digit grouping to yield "123,456"
integer @intval2 = 123456;
string @intvalstr2 = cooobj.Format(@intval2, "#,###");
// Get the object's name and subject as formatted string
string @titlestr = cooobj.Print("%s (%s)", cooobj.objname, cooobj.objsubject);
// Assuming that StrCustomFormat is a string object containing the format pattern
// "%s iteration %03d", the following expression will write the name of the
current object
// and the current loop iteration number padded with leading zeroes to the tracer
for (integer @idx = 0; @idx < 1000; @idx++) {
%%TRACE(#StrCustomFormat.Print(null, cooobj.objname, @idx));
}

15.5.11 List Functions
The following table shows the list of functions provided for working with lists.
Function

Description

count(list)

The count function returns the number of elements in list.
Note: Do not use count(list) > 0 or count(list) == 0 to
check whether a list is full or empty. Use the Boolean type cast
list or !list instead, this is much more efficient.

insert(list, index,
value)

The insert function inserts value into list at position index. The
parameter list is modified by that function; therefore, it must be
assignable. index is zero-based. If a negative value is supplied in
index, absolute value of index is subtracted from the length of the
list. If the absolute value of a negative index is larger than the
length of the list, 0 is used for index. If index is greater than the
number of elements in list, value is appended at the end of
list.

delete(list, index [,
count])

The delete function deletes the value at index from list. The
parameter list is modified by that function; therefore, it must be
assignable. index is zero-based. If a negative value is supplied in
index, absolute value of index is subtracted from the length of the
list. If the absolute value of a negative index is larger than the
length of the list, 0 is used for index. If count is not specified or
null then one element is deleted, otherwise count specifies the
number of elements following index that should be deleted. If less
than count elements are available, the list is truncated at index. If
count is negative, the elements before index are deleted.

find(list, value)

The find function searches list for the element value, and
returns the index of the first occurrence within the entire list. If
value is not found in list, the number of elements in list is
returned.
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sort(list)

The sort function sorts the elements in list. Lists of contents,
dictionary or interfaces cannot be sorted. Lists of aggregates can
only be sorted, if the aggregate type defines a compare action in
COOSYSTEM@1.1:typecompare. Lists of objects are sorted by a
defined internal order. This makes sort useful in combination with
the unique function, since sort(unique(objlist)) is much
faster than unique(objlist).
When sorting aggregates, all properties of
COOSYSTEM@1.1:typesortattrs are used for comparing in the
listed order. If the aggregate contains additional properties in
COOSYSTEM@1.1:typecompattrs, these properties are used as
well. If the aggregate has no COOSYSTEM@1.1:typesortattrs, only
the properties of COOSYSTEM@1.1:typecompattrs are used.
Elements of type COOSYSTEM@1.1:CONTENT or
COOSYSTEM@1.1:COMINTERFACE cannot be sorted or compared.

unique(list)

The unique function makes the elements in list unique.

revert(list)

The revert function reverts the elements in list.

Example
insert(@orders, count(@orders), @neworder);
delete(@orders, find(@orders, @canceledorder));
unique(sort(@orders));

15.5.12 Mathematical Functions
The following table shows the list of mathematical functions supported by app.ducx expression
language.
Function

Description

sum(list)

The sum function returns the sum of all values in list. Values can
also be passed to sum as individual arguments. The sum function
can only be used with numeric data types.

avg(list)

The avg function returns the average of all values in list. Values
can also be passed to avg as individual arguments. The avg
function can only be used with numeric data types.

min(list)

The min function returns the smallest value in list. Values can
also be passed to min as individual arguments. The min function
can be used with strings and numeric data types.

max(list)

The max function returns the largest value in list. Values can also
be passed to max as individual arguments. The max function can be
used with strings and numeric data types.
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Example
@avgorderamount = avg(@customer.APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:customerorders.
APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:ordertotal.currvalue);

Additional mathematical functions are provided by the #Math object. For further information, see
https://help.developer.fabasoft.com/index.php?topic=doc/Reference-Documentation/classfscexpext-MathFunctions.htm.

15.5.13 Escape Sequences for Special Characters
The following table contains a list of supported escape sequences for special characters.
Character

ASCII
representation

ASCII value

Escape sequence

New line

NL (LF)

10 or 0x0a

\n

Horizontal tab

HT

9

\t

Vertical tab

VT

11 or 0x0b

\v

Backspace

BS

8

\b

Carriage return

CR

13 or 0x0D

\r

Form feed

FF

12 or 0x0C

\f

Alert

BEL

7

\a

Backslash

\

92 or 0x5C

\\

Question mark

?

63 or 0x3F

\?

Single quotation
mark

'

39 or 0x27

\'

Double quotation
mark

"

34 or 0x22

\"

Hexadecimal
number

hh

Null character

NUL

Unicode character

hhhh

\uhhhh

Unicode sequence

hh hhhh hhh

\u{hh,hhhh,hhh}

\xhh

0

\0

Note: Please be aware that strings in expressions are UTF-8. If you use hexadecimal escape
sequences be sure that the resulting byte sequence is a valid UTF-8 character.
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Example
@fullname = "Samuel \"Sam\" Adams";

15.6 Getting and Setting Property Values
Syntax
// Getting property values using the assignment operator
variable = object.property;
// Setting property values using the assignment operator
object.property = expression;
// Setting values of a compound property list using the assignment operator
// The values are assigned based on their position
object.property = [{ val1, val2, ... }, { vala, valb, ... }, ...];
// Simple initialization of compound properties
CompoundType compoundtype = { val1, val2, ... };
CompoundType({ val1, val2, ... });
// Setting values of a compound property list using the assignment operator
// The values are assigned based on their position
object.property = [{ val1, val2, ...}, { vala, valb, ...}, ...];
// Setting values of a compound property list using the assignment operator
// The values are assigned based on the properties of the compound type
object.property = [{ reference1 = val1, reference2 = val2, ... }, ...];
// Setting values of a compound property list using the "JavaScript" notation
// The values are assigned based on the properties of the compound type
// The right sight
object.property = [{ reference1 : val1, reference2 : val2, ... }, ...];
// Getting property values using the Get... functions
variable = object.GetAttributeValue(transaction, property);
variable = object.GetAttribute(transaction, property);
variable = object.GetAttributeString(transaction, property, language);
variable = object.GetAttributeStringEx(transaction, property, language,
additionallist, displayflags);
// Setting property values using the Set... functions
object.SetAttributeValue(transaction, property, index, value);
object.SetAttribute(transaction, property, value);

Note: You can set the value (currvalue) of a currency property (compound type) by just assigning
a string, float or integer to the currency property (currency @cur = 7.56;). In this case it is not
necessary to specify explicitly the currvalue property (@cur.currvalue = 7.56;).
You can use the assignment operator = to get and set the value of a property. Even though using
the assignment operator is recommended, you may also use the following functions to get and set
property values:
• The GetAttributeValue function is used for retrieving a scalar property value.
• The GetAttribute function is used for retrieving a list.
• The GetAttributeString function is used for retrieving a string representation of the property
value. This function can be used for retrieving multilingual strings in the desired language.
• The GetAttributeStringEx function is used for retrieving a string representation of the
property value. This function allows you to specify so-called display flags (see the following
table) for the value to be retrieved.
• The SetAttributeValue function is used to store a scalar value in a property.
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• The SetAttribute function is used to store a list.
Value

Description

0x0001

Object address

0x0002

Object reference

0x0004

Enumeration reference

0x0010

XML escaped

0x0020

HTML escaped

0x1000

Row list

0x2000

Column list

0x8000

No list indicator

Example
@orders = @customer.APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:customerorders;
@orders = @customer.GetAttribute(cootx, #APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:
customerorders);
@orderdate = @order.GetAttributeValue(cootx, #APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:
orderdate);
@order.APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:orderdate = coonow;
@order.SetAttributeValue(cootx, #APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:orderdate, 0,
coonow);
@engname = @product.GetAttributeString(cootx, #mlname, #LANG_ENGLISH);
@gername = @product.GetAttributeString(cootx, #mlname, #LANG_GERMAN);
@description = @product.GetAttributeStringEx(cootx, #APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:
productdescription, null, null, 0x1000);

15.7 Invoking Use Cases
Syntax
object.usecase(value, value,… , name: value, name: value, …)

A use case can only be invoked on an object. The full reference of the use case to be invoked must
be provided, followed by the list of parameters, which must be enclosed in parentheses. Multiple
parameters must be separated by commas.
You do not need to specify optional parameters. They can be omitted in the parameter list.
The parameter list consists of two parts. The first parameters are supplied by position. After that,
name:value pairs can be written to set the parameters by name.
There are four methods for retrieving output parameters in app.ducx expression language:
• If the method supplies has a parameter which is marked as return value, the method call can
be used like a function.
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• If you need to retrieve only one output parameter, the selection operator [] specifying the
result parameter position can be used.
• If you need to retrieve the method object of the call, the selection operator [...] can be used.
• If you need to retrieve multiple output parameters, variables must be specified for the output
parameters in the parameter list and prefixed with an ampersand (&).
Example
// Optional parameters can be omitted
@order.COODESK@1.1:ShareObject(, , #APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:customerorders,
@customer);
// "null" can also be passed in for optional parameters
@order.COODESK@1.1:ShareObject(null, null, #APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:
customerorders, @customer);
// using parameter names
@order.COODESK@1.1:ShareObject(view: #APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:
customerorders, target: @customer);
// Retrieving an output parameter: method 1 – using the return value
@neworder = #APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:Order.ObjectCreate();
// Retrieving an output parameter: method 2 – specify the return value
@neworder = #APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:Order.ObjectCreate()[2];
// Retrieving an output parameter: method 3
method @meth = #APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:Order.ObjectCreate()[...];
@neworder = @meth.GetParameter(2);
// Retrieving an output parameter: method 4
#APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:Order.ObjectCreate(null, &@neworder);

15.8 Calculated Identifiers / Dynamic Invocation
Syntax
// Accessing a property using a calculated identifier
object.[expression]
// Invoking a use case using a calculated identifier
object.[expression](parameter, ...)

The selection operator [] can be used to specify an expression yielding a calculated identifier for
accessing a property or invoking a use case.
For a calculated identifier, the expression specified in square brackets is evaluated, and then the
result is interpreted as a property definition, entry key in a dictionary, an action or a use case.
Example
// Assigning a value to a calculated property
@attrdef = #APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:orderdate;
@order.[@attrdef] = coonow;
// Invoking a use case using a calculated identifier
@createinvoice = #APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:CreateInvoice;
@customer.[@createinvoice](@orders, &@invoice);

If the expression of the selection operator [] is a list of property definitions, then the list is
interpreted as a path:
Example
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// Accessing a value to a calculated property path
@attrdefs = [#objlock, #objlockedby, #objname]
string lockingusername = cooobj.[@attrdefs]

The selection operator [] can also be used with dictionaries, then the expression of the selection
operator [] contains one or more strings identifying the entry keys in the dictionary.
Note: It is not possible to mix property definitions and strings in the expression of the selection
operator [] to access object/aggregate properties and dictionary entries in one step.
Note: Only one action or use case can be specified, not a list.
Note: Dynamic invocation can also be used with the -> operator invoking applications or dialogs.

15.9 Accessing the Transaction Context
The cootx variable can be used to access the current transaction context. The most important
methods of a transaction are listed in the following table.
Method

Description

Abort()

Abort aborts the current transaction and rolls back

any changes.
Commit()

Commit closes the current transaction and stores any

changes.
CommitEx(flags)

CommitEx closes the current transaction and stores

any changes.
Additionally, the following flags are supported:
• COOCF_NORMAL
Normal commit
• COOCF_KEEPONFAILURE
If commit fails, all transaction data is kept
• COOCF_KEEPREFRESHINFO
After commit the refresh info of all touched object
is kept
• COOCF_KEEPSEARCHINFO
After commit the search info of the searches
executed in this transaction is kept
• COOCF_KEEPVARIABLES
After commit all transaction variables are kept
• COOCF_KEEPLOCKS
After commit all locks of objects are kept
• COOCF_KEEPOBJECTS
After commit all modified objects are stored in the
transaction variable
COOSYSTEM@1.1:TV_COMMITTEDOBJECTS

• COOCF_NOTELESS
If specified the properties
COOSYSTEM@1.1:objmodifiedat and
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COOSYSTEM@1.1:objchangedby are not set. This

flag is only allowed, if the current user has the role
COOSYSTEM@1.1:SysAdm and the current user is
registered in COOSYSTEM@1.1:domainmasterusers
of the current domain object
Persist(object)

Persist temporarily stores the state of the current

transaction without committing the changes.
Clone()

Clone returns a clone of the current transaction.

HasVariable(swc, id)

HasVariable checks whether transaction variable id

of software component swc contains a value. This
method returns false if if the value stored is null.
TestVariable(swc, id)

TestVariable checks whether transaction variable id

of software component swc contains a value. This
method returns true even if the value stored is null.
ClearVariable(swc, id)

ClearVariable removes transaction variable id of

software component swc from the transaction.
GetVariable(swc, id)

GetVariable retrieves the list of values stored in

transaction variable id of software component swc.
SetVariable(swc, id, type, values)

SetVariable stores the specified values in

transaction variable id of software component swc.
GetVariableValueCount(swc, id)

GetVariableValueCount returns the number of

values stored in transaction variable id of software
component swc.
HasVariableValue(swc, id)

HasVariableValue returns true if a transaction

variable id of software component swc is available.
GetVariableValue(swc, id)

GetVariableValue retrieves a scalar value stored in

transaction variable id of software component swc.
SetVariableValue(swc, id, type,
value)

SetVariableValue stores the specified scalar value in

GetVariableString

GetVariableString retrieves a scalar value stored in

transaction variable id of software component swc.

transaction variable id of software component swc in
printable form.
GetVariableStringEx

GetVariableStringEx retrieves a scalar value stored

in transaction variable id of software component swc
in printable form.
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GetVariableTypeDefinition(swc, id)

GetVariableTypeDefinition returns the type

definition for the variable stored in transaction variable
id of software component swc.
IsClone()

IsClone returns true if the transaction is a clone

transaction.
IsModified()

IsModified checks whether objects were modified

within the transaction.
IsModifiedEx()

IsModifiedEx checks whether any data was modified

within the transaction.
IsCreated(object)

IsCreated checks whether object was created in this

transaction.
IsDeleted(object)

IsDeleted checks whether object was deleted in this

transaction.
IsChanged(object)

IsChanged checks whether object was changed in

this transaction.
IsAttributeChanged(object,
property)

IsAttributeChanged checks whether property of

GetTransactionFlags()

GetTransactionFlags retrieves the flags of the

object was changed in this transaction.

transaction:
• COOTXF_ROLECHANGED
During the transaction an automatic role change
has been performed
• COOTXF_NOREFRESH
Objects are not automatically refreshed when
accessed with this transaction
• COOTXF_NOAUTOVERSION
During commit of the transaction no automatic
version will be created
SetTransactionFlags(flags)

SetTransactionFlags allows you to set the

transaction flags (see GetTransactionFlags).
Backup()

Backup returns a dump of the transaction as printable

string.
Restore(data)

Restore restores the transaction from data created

by Backup().
OpenScope()

OpenScope starts a new transaction scope.

CloseScope()

CloseScope closes the current transaction scope.
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GetMaster()

GetMaster returns the top most transaction of the

transaction.
In some scenarios it is necessary to carry out operations in a separate transaction. Any changes
that have been made in a new transaction can be committed or rolled back separately from the
main transaction.
Example
usecase CreateInvoice() {
variant Order {
impl = expression {
// Create a new transaction
interface @extension = coort.GetExtension();
transaction @localtx = @extension.CreateTransaction();
transaction @backuptx = cootx;
try {
coort.SetThreadTransaction(@localtx);
Invoice @invoice = #Invoice.ObjectCreate();
@invoice.APPDUCXSAMPLE_200_300_InitializeInvoice();
@localtx.Commit();
}
catch (error) {
@localtx.Abort();
}
finally {
// Restore original transaction context
coort.SetThreadTransaction(@backuptx);
// Clear the variables holding the transactions
@backuptx = null;
@localtx = null;
}
}
}
}

Note: A better and simpler way to create transactions is using the try new transaction
statement. Please refer to chapter 15.10.5 “Creating New Transactions or Opening a Transaction
Scope” for further information.

Working With Transaction Variables
Syntax
// Retrieving the value stored in a transaction variable
value = #TV.reference;
// Storing a value in a transaction variable
#TV.reference = value;

The #TV object is a special object that provides access to transaction variables.
Note: Transaction variables can also be accessed using the cootx variable. Please refer to chapter
15.5.1 “Predefined Variables” for further information.
Example
// Retrieving the value stored in a transaction variable
@printinvoice = #TV.TV_PRINTINVOICE;
// Storing a value in a transaction variable
#TV.TV_INVOICE = cooobj;
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15.10 Structured Programming With Expressions
For your convenience, app.ducx expression language supports all common language constructs
that you already know from most imperative programming languages.

15.10.1 Conditions
Syntax
if (expression) {
...
}
else if (expression) {
...
}
else {
...
}
switch (expression) {
case constant:
...
break;
case constant:
...
break;
default:
...
break;
}

You can use if statements in app.ducx expression language. The if keyword must be followed by
parentheses enclosing a conditional expression, and non-optional curly braces. An if block can be
followed by multiple else if blocks and an optional else block.
Example
@orderstate = @order.orderstate;
if (@orderstate == OrderState(OS_PENDING)) {
@order.ProcessPendingOrder();
}
else if (@orderstate == OrderState(OS_SHIPPED)) {
@order.ProcessShippedOrder();
}
else {
throw #OrderAlreadyProcessed;
}
// lists as conditional expression are evaluated true, if the list contains at
least
// one not null element
if (["", "", "a"]) {
true;
}

Note: It is not necessary that OS_PENDING is explicitly casted (e.g. @orderstate == OS_PENDING
works, too).
The switch - case - default statement can be used to evaluate the switch expression and execute
the appropriate case.
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Example
OrderState @orderstate;
switch (@orderstate){
case OS_PENDING:
@state = 1;
break;
case OS_SHIPPED:
@state = 2;
break;
default:
@state = 0;
break;
}

Note: Enumeration items like OS_PENDING are determined by @orderstate in the switch
statement.

15.10.2 Loops
Syntax
for (expression) {
...
}
while (expression) {
...
}
do {
...
} while (expression);

The app.ducx expression language contains loops with both a constant and a non-constant
number of iterations. The statements for, while, and do-while are supported. All loops have a
mandatory block.
The break statement can be used to exit a loop.
The continue statement can be used to skip the remainder of the loop body and continue with the
next iteration of the loop.
Note: continue inside a catch block does not apply to any enclosing loop.
Example
currency totalvalue = 0;
// Iteration with index (inefficient)
for (integer idx = 0; idx < count(orderpositions); idx++) {
Product product = positions[idx].product;
totalvalue += product.unitprice * positions[idx].quantity;
}
currency total = 0;
// Iteration with iterator (efficient)
for (OrderPosition position : orderpositions) {
Product product = position.product;
if (product != null) {
total += product.unitprice * position.quantity;
}
}
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integer stock = product.itemsinstock;
integer threshold = product.productionthreshold;
while (stock <= threshold) {
product.ProduceItem();
stock++;
}
OrderState orderstate;
do {
order.ProcessOrder(&orderstate);
} while (@orderstate != OS_COMPLETED);

Note: Avoid iterating through lists using a for loop with an index, since this is very inefficient in
large lists.

15.10.3 Raising an Error
Syntax
// Raising a custom error
throw errormessage, argument;
// Rethrowing an exception
throw errorcode;

Using the throw keyword, the app.ducx expression language allows you to raise an error:
• to rethrow an exception in an error handler (e.g. in a catch block), you just need to specify the
error code of the exception after the throw keyword.
• to raise a custom error, specify the error object and the arguments. If arguments are listed, the
action COOSYSTEM@1.1:RaiseError is called, which allows you to format the message text.
Example
// Raising a custom error using a "throw" statement
throw #InvalidInvoice;
// Raising a custom error, assuming that the
// error message APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:InvalidInvoice contains a formatting
pattern like
// "Invoice '%s' (no. %d) is not valid!"
throw #InvalidInvoice, cooobj.objname, cooobj.invoicenumber;

15.10.4 Error Handling
Syntax
try {
...
}
catch (condition) {
...
}
finally {
...
}

app.ducx expression language supports try-catch-finally statement constructs for handling
exceptions. A try block must be followed by at least one catch block, followed by an optional
finally block.
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If an exception occurs when processing the try block, the kernel tries to locate a catch block with
a condition matching the error message object of the exception.
A catch block can have three distinct types of conditions:
• An error message object can be specified to handle only matching exceptions.
• A variable can be specified. If an exception occurs, the error code is stored in the specified
variable, and the corresponding catch block is executed. The variable can be used for reading
the error code and the corresponding error message, using coort.GetErrorText(errorcode)
or coort.GetErrorMessage(errorcode)
• The ... operator can be specified to handle all exceptions without considering the error code.
To continue the execution directly after the statement raising the error the keyword continue can
be used inside the catch block.
The optional finally block is executed after the try and catch blocks have been processed,
whether an exception occurred or not.
Example
try {
User usr = #User.ObjectCreate(,,newaddress);
}
catch(#COOERR_INVADDR) {
/*
* handle an invalid object address format
*/
}
catch(@ex) {
/*
* handle any other error raised during object creation
*/
string errortext = coort.GetErrorText(@ex);
ErrorMessage errorobject = coort.GetErrorMessage(@ex);
}
finally {
...
}

15.10.5 Creating New Transactions or Opening a Transaction Scope
Similar to the try statement for error handling it is possible to execute a block using a separate
transaction context:
Example
try new transaction {
// The statements in this block are executed in a new transaction context.
// This new transaction context is also available in the cootx built-in
variable.
Invoice @invoice = #Invoice.ObjectCreate();
@invoice.APPDUCXSAMPLE_200_300_InitializeInvoice();
}
// After the try block an implicit Commit() or Abort() is executed on the new
// transaction context created for the try block.
// If the code in the try block throws an exception, Abort() is called, else
// Commit().
// If the implicit Commit() itself throws an exception this can be handeled by
// the catch block below.
catch (...) {
// Here you can catch exceptions that occurred during the try block or during
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the
// implicit Commit() after the try block.
// This code is executed in the original transaction context so the
// changes made during the try block are not available any more.
}
finally {
// Here you can perform some additional cleanup.
// This code is executed in the original transaction context.
}

If the new keyword is omitted, a transaction scope is opened. A transaction scope is a sub
transaction of the current transaction. When a transaction scope is committed, the changes of that
scope are propagated to the surrounding transaction. These changes are only persisted if the
surrounding transaction context is committed.
Example
try transaction {
// The statements in this block are executed in a new transaction scope.
// This new transaction scope is also available in the cootx built-in
variable.
Invoice @invoice = #Invoice.ObjectCreate();
@invoice.APPDUCXSAMPLE_200_300_InitializeInvoice();
}
// After the try block an implicit Commit() or Abort() is executed on the new
// transaction scope created for the try block.
// If the code in the try block throws an exception, Abort() is called, else
// Commit().
// Afterwards, the transaction scope is closed.
// If the implicit Commit() itself throws an exception this can be handeled by
// the catch block below.
catch (...) {
// Here you can catch exceptions that occurred during the try block or during
the
// implicit Commit() after the try block.
// This code is executed in the original transaction scope so the
// changes made during the try block are not available any more.
}
finally {
// Here you can perform some additional cleanup.
// This code is executed in the origina transaction scope.
}

15.10.6 Returning Values
Syntax
return expression;

The return statement can be used to stop the evaluation of an expression at any time. Each
expression has a return value, which is calculated by the expression following the return keyword.
Example
if (@order != null) {
return @order;
}

15.10.7 Directives
A directive is a special statement that does not influence the semantic of the expression.
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Syntax
%%NAME(parameters);

15.10.7.1 %%TRACE
The %%TRACE directive can be used to conditionally write trace messages to the Fabasoft app.ducx
Tracer.
Syntax
%%TRACE(message);
%%TRACE(value);
%%TRACE(message, value);

Example
%%TRACE("Hello World!");
%%TRACE(cooobj);
%%TRACE("Current Object", cooobj);
%%TRACE(cooobj.objname + " locked?", cooobj.objlock.objlocked);

15.10.7.2 %%FAIL
The %%FAIL directive can be used to generate a failure. The message is written to the Fabasoft
app.ducx Tracer and an error (EXPRERR_FAIL) is raised.
Note: Like the %%TRACE directive, the %%FAIL directive is only evaluated if trace mode is activated
for your software component.
Syntax
%%FAIL;
%%FAIL(message);

Example
%%FAIL;
%%FAIL("Unexpected!");

15.10.7.3 %%ASSERT
The %%ASSERT directive can be used to check conditions. In case the condition returns false, a
message is written to the Fabasoft app.ducx Tracer and an error (EXPRERR_ASSERT) is raised.
Note: Like the %%TRACE directive, the %%ASSERT directive is only evaluated if trace mode is activated
for your software component.
Syntax
%%ASSERT(condition);
%%ASSERT(message, condition);
%%ASSERT(message, expectedvalue, actualvalue);
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Example
%%ASSERT(cooobj.objlock.objlocked);
%%ASSERT("'cooobj' should not be locked.", cooobj.objlock.objlocked);
@expect = "Test";
@actual = cooobj.objname;
%%ASSERT(@expected != @actual);
%%ASSERT("Expecting " + @expect + ", but actual value is '" + @actual +
"'.", @expect, @actual);

15.10.7.4 %%DEBUGGER
The %%DEBUGGER directive can be used to set a breakpoint in a Fabasoft app.ducx Expression.
Syntax
%%DEBUGGER;

15.10.7.5 %%LOG
The %%LOG directive can be used to log messages to Fabasoft app.telemetry. app.telemetry provides
the log level LOG, IPC, NORMAL, DETAIL, and DEBUG.
Syntax
%%LOG(message);
%%LOG(level, message);

Example
%%LOG("Object created by " + cooobj.objcreatedby.objname); // Detail level
%%LOG("DEBUG", "Object created by " + cooobj.objcreatedby.objname); // Debug
level

15.11 Searching for Objects – app.ducx Query Language
The app.ducx Query Language can be used to search for objects. The search always refers to an
object class (and by default derived object classes). To carry out a search the runtime methods
SearchObjects and SearchObjectsAsync can be used. SearchObjects returns the search result
array at once (10,000 objects at the maximum) whereas SearchObjectsAsync returns a
searchresult, which can be used to step through the result (without limit). Additionally, the
runtime method SearchValues can be used. SearchValues returns an aggregated value using
COUNT, SUM, MIN or MAX. Using SearchValues, the evaluation of the query conditions occurs only in
the database. For security reasons this method is only available for privileged users.
The following example shows a Fabasoft app.ducx expression that illustrates how to search for
orders at once and asynchronously.
Example
integer @bulksize = 150;
string @query = "SELECT objname FROM APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:Order";
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// Performs a search with SearchObjects
Order[] @results = coort.SearchObjects(cootx, @query);
%%TRACE("Number of hits", count(@results));
// Performs an asynchronous search with SearchObjectsAsync()
searchresult @sr = coort.SearchObjectsAsync(cootx, @query);
Order[] @resultsAsync = null;
// Steps through the search result
while ((@resultsAsync = @sr.GetObjects(@bulksize)) != null) {
%%TRACE("Fetched chunk of search results", @resultsAsync);
for (Order @order : @resultsAsync) {
%%TRACE("Result entry", @order.objaddress);
}
}
// Count objects with SearchValues
@query = "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM APPDUCXSAMPLE@200.200:Order";
integer @objcnt = coort.SearchValues(cootx, @query);

A search query is built up by following parts:
• Options (optional)
Options can be used to restrict the search. A description of available options can be found
afterwards in this chapter.
• SELECT clause
In the SELECT clause properties should be defined that are accessed later on because these
properties of found objects are loaded in the cache. When accessing these objects, no further
server request is necessary to read the defined properties.
SELECT * loads all properties in the cache and therefore should only be used if many
properties are used further on.
• FROM clause
Defines the object classes that should be searched for. Per default derived object classes are
also included in the search result. If derived object classes should not be found use the
property objclass in the WHERE clause. In the following example, only folders are found and
not for instance synchronized folders. Example: SELECT objname FROM COODESK@1.1:Folder
WHERE objclass = 'COODESK@1.1:Folder'

• WHERE clause (optional)
The WHERE clause is used to restrict the search result by defining conditions.
Syntax
{Options} SELECT Properties FROM Classes [WHERE Condition]

A complete reference of the grammar can be found in chapter 15.13 “Grammar of the app.ducx
Query Language”.

15.11.1 Options
In most cases, no options will be required.
• LIMIT
Restricts the search result to the defined number of objects. This setting can only be used with
SearchObjects. The maximum value is 10,000.
• PRELOAD
In case of an asynchronous search the PRELOAD value defines how many objects are fetched in
advance when stepping through the search result.
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• TIMEOUT
Restricts the search time to the specified value (seconds).
Example: TIMEOUT 3
• NOCHECK
By default it is checked whether the defined properties in the SELECT clause belong to the
object classes in the FROM clause. This option disables the check.
• NOEXEC
Only a syntax check of the search query takes place, but the search itself gets not executed.
• NOHITPROPERTIES
In case of a full-text search several hit properties (hit rank, hit count, hit display) may be
displayed in the search result. With this option no hit properties are returned.
Note: A full-text search is triggered when using CONTAINS or LIKE '%%something' in the WHERE
clause.
• HITPROPERTIES
In case of a full-text search hit properties (COOSYSTEM@1.1:contenthitrank,
COOSYSTEM@1.1:contenthitcount, COOSYSTEM@1.1:contenthitdisplay) can be displayed in
the search result. This option can be used to define which hit properties are returned.
Example: HITPROPERTIES(COOSYSTEM@1.1:contenthitrank)
• IGNORECASE
A case-insensitive search is carried out, even if the search is configured as case-sensitive in the
domain and database.
• Location
If no location is specified the search is carried out in the COO stores of the user’s local domain.
o LOCAL
Restricts the search to the COO stores of the user’s local domain.
o GLOBAL
The search is carried out in all known domains.
o DOMAINS
Restricts the search to the defined domains (list of addresses of the domain objects).
Example: DOMAINS('COO.200.200.1.1','COO.200.200.1.7')
o CACHE
Restricts the search to the kernel cache.
o TRANSACTION
Restricts the search to objects belonging to the current transaction.
o SCOPE

The scope allows to define a query scope object (reference or object address) that defines
the location the search is carried out.
Example: SCOPE(#COOSYSTEM@1.1:LoginQuery), SCOPE('COO.1.1.1.2686')
o SERVICES
Restricts the search to the defined COO services.
o STORES
Restricts the search to the defined COO stores.
o ARCHIVES
Restricts the search to the defined archive stores.
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15.11.2 Properties
It is useful to define properties that are accessed later on because these properties are loaded in
the cache. When accessing these objects, no further server request is necessary to read the
defined properties.
SELECT * loads all properties in the cache and therefore should only be used if many properties
are used further on.

15.11.3 Classes
Objects of the defined object classes (and derived object classes) are searched. If derived object
classes should not be found use the property objclass in the WHERE clause.
Example
SELECT objname FROM COOSYSTEM@1.1:User WHERE objclass = COO.1.1.1.445

15.11.4 Condition
Supplying values for properties restricts the results further. Following general rules apply:
• Fully qualified references are used to define the properties. COOSYSTEM@1.1 may be omitted for
properties belonging to this software component.
• It is good practice to start the reference with a period to make clear that the property belongs
directly to the object and is not part of a compound type.
• Compound types can be accessed using a property path.
Example: .COOMAPI@1.1:emailinformation.COOMAPI@1.1:emailaddress
• As object constants use the object addresses.
• String constants are defined with double quotes " or single quotes '. Special characters like "
and ' can be escaped with a backslash \.
• Dates have to be provided this way: yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss

• Expression keywords can be used as values
Example: .objowner = coouser
Following keywords can be used to specify a condition:
• NOT
The expression yields the value true if the operand evaluates to false, and yields the value
false if the operand evaluates to true.
• AND
Indicates whether both operands are true.
• OR
Indicates whether either operand is true.
• <, <=, >, >=, =, <>
Compares two operands: less, less equal, greater, greater equal, equal, not equal
• [SOUNDS] [NOT] LIKE
LIKE determines whether the left string matches the right string. The %, *, ?, and _ wildcards
can be used in the right string operand. The LIKE operator can be preceded by the SOUNDS
keyword for a phonetic comparison.
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Example: WHERE COOMAPI@1.1:emailinformation.COOMAPI@1.1:emailaddress LIKE
"*fabasoft.com"

• [NOT] CONTAINS
Triggers a full text search.
Example: WHERE COOSYSTEM@1.1:contcontent CONTAINS 'Workflow'
• [NOT] IN
Determines whether the value is in the defined list.
• [NOT] INCLUDES
Determines whether the value of the right operand is an element of the list provided in the left
operand.
• [NOT] BETWEEN ... AND ...
Determines whether the value is between the specified boundaries.
• IS [NOT] NULL
Determines whether the property has a value.
• UPPER
Converts all characters of a property to upper case (string data type).
• LOWER
Converts all characters of a property to lower case (string data type).
• SUM
Calculates the sum of all property values (numeric data type).
• AVG
Calculates the average of all property values (numeric data type).
• COUNT
Calculates the number of elements of a property (any data type).
• MIN
Calculates the smallest value of all property values (numeric, string, date data type).
• MAX
Calculates the largest value of all property values (numeric, string, date data type).

15.11.5 Search Query Examples
The following example shows a variety of possibilities to define search queries.
Example
// Returns all Note objects
SELECT objname FROM NOTE@1.1:NoteObject
// Returns contact persons with "Jefferson" in COOSYSTEM@1.1:usersurname
SELECT objname FROM FSCFOLIO@1.1001:ContactPerson WHERE .usersurname =
'Jefferson'
// The settings in the query scope object restrict the search
// Account objects are returned that reference the current user as owner
SCOPE (#FSCFOLIOCRM@1.1001:CRMQueryScope) SELECT * FROM
FSCFOLIOCRM@1.1001:Account WHERE .objowner = coouser
// The search is restricted to the domain with object address COO.1.1900.1.1
DOMAINS ('COO.1.1900.1.1') SELECT .objname FROM COOSYSTEM@1.1:CurrentDomain
// Returns users that are created between the last hour and last half-hour
SELECT objname FROM COOSYSTEM@1.1:User WHERE
(.objcreatedat >= coonow-60*60)) AND
(.objcreatedat < coonow-30*60))
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// Returns users with a task in the task list
SELECT objname FROM COOSYSTEM@1.1:User WHERE .COOAT@1.1001:attasklist IS NOT
NULL
// A query scope object is used and the search is restricted to 100 result
entries
SCOPE (#FSCLEGALHOLD@1.1001:LegalHoldQueryScope) LIMIT 100 SELECT objname FROM
Object WHERE .FSCLEGALHOLD@1.1001:objlegalholds.objowner = coouser
// Returns the biggest content size of all content objects
coort.SearchValues(cootx, "SELECT MAX(.content.contsize) FROM ContentObject")

15.12 Grammar of the app.ducx Expression Language
The grammar of the app.ducx Expression Language is formally defined as described below.
Grammar
app.ducx Expression Language
Expression := { Statement }.
Statement := ( ";" | Directive ";" | Block | Declare ";" | If | For | While | Do
";" |
Switch | Break ";" | Continue ";" | Return ";" | Try | Throw ";" |
Sequence [ ";" ] ).
Directive := "%%" Name [ ( Sequence | "(" [ Sequence ] ")" ) ].
Block := "{" Expression "}".
Declare := "declare" [ ">" | "&" | "<" ] Ident { "," [ ">" | "&" | "<" ] Ident }.
If := "if" "(" Cond ")" Block [ "else" ( If | Block ) ].
For := "for" "(" Sequence ( ";" [ Cond ] ";" Sequence | ":" Statement ) ")"
Block.
While := "while" "(" Cond ")" Block.
Do := "do" Block "while" "(" Cond ")".
Switch := "switch" "(" Cond ")" "{" { ( "case" ( Ident | Const ) | "default" )
":"
[ Expression ] } "}".
Break := "break".
Continue := "continue".
Return := "return" [ Assign ].
Try := "try" [ [ "new" ] "transaction" ] Block {
"catch" "(" ( Object | [ ( "@" | "::" | ":>" ) ] Ident | "..." ) ")" Block }
[ "finally" Block ].
Throw := "throw" Cond Arguments.
Items := [ Init ] { "," [ Init ] }.
Sequence := [ Assign ] { "," [ Assign ] }.
Arguments := [ Assign ] { "," [ Assign ] }.
Init := Cond [ ( ":" | "=" ) Assign ].
Assign :=
Cond [ [ "[]" ] [ ( "@" | "::" | ":>" ) ] Ident ]
[ ( "=" | "&=" | "^=" | "|=" | "<<=" | ">>=" | "+=" | "-=" | "*=" | "/=" | "%="
| "??=" )
Assign ].
Cond := Coalesce [ "?" Sequence ":" Coalesce].
Coalesce := Or { "??" Or }.
Or := And { ( "||" | "or" ) And }.
And := BitOr { ( "&&" | "and" ) BitOr }.
BitOr := BitXOr { "|" BitXOr }.
BitXOr := BitAnd { "^" BitAnd }.
BitAnd := Equal { "&" Equal }.
Equal := Rel [ ( "==" | "!=" | "<>" ) Rel ].
Rel := Shift [ ( ( "<" | "<=" | ">" | ">=" | "<=>" ) Shift |
[ "sounds" ] [ "not" ] "like" Shift |
[ "not" ] "contains" Shift |
[ "not" ] "in" Shift |
[ "not" ] "includes" Shift |
[ "not" ] "between" Shift "and" Shift |
"is" [ "not" ] "null" ) ].
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Shift := Add { ( "<<" | ">>" ) Add }.
Add := Mul { ( "+" | "-" ) Mul }.
Mul := Prefix { ( "*" | "/" | "%" ) Prefix }.
Prefix := ( Postfix |
( "&" | "++" | "--" | "!" | "not" | "~" | "+" | "-" ) Prefix ).
Postfix := ( Primary { "." Qualifier |
"(" Arguments ")" [ "[" ( "..." | Cond ) "]" ] |
"[" Sequence "]" |
"++" | "--" |
"->" Qualifier "(" Arguments ")" [ "[" Cond "]" ] } |
"->" Qualifier [ "(" Arguments ")" [ "[" Cond "]" ] ] ).
Qualifier := ( Ident | Reference | "[" Sequence "]" ).
Primary := (
"@" ( "this" | Ident ) |
"::" ( "this" | Ident | Reference ) |
":>" ( "this" | Ident | Reference ) |
"this" | Ident | Reference |
"[]" | "null" | "true" | "false" |
"coort" | "cootx" | "cooobj" | "coometh" | "coocontext" |
"coouser" |"coogroup" |"cooposition" |
"cooenv" | "cooroot" | "coohome" | "coolang" | "coodomain" | "coonow" |
( [ "upper" | "lower" | "count" | "sum" | "avg" | "min" | "max" ] "(" Sequence
")" ) |
"insert" "(" Assign "," Assign "," Assign ")" |
"delete" "(" Assign "," Assign [ "," Assign ] ")" |
"find" "(" Assign "," Assign ")" |
"sort" "(" Assign ")" |
"unique" "(" Assign ")" |
"revert" "(" Assign ")" |
"super" "(" ")" |
"typeof" "(" Assign ")" |
"indexof" "(" Assign "," Assign ")" |
"strlen" "(" Assign ")" |
"strtrim" "(" Assign ")" |
"strhead" "(" Assign "," Assign ")" |
"strtail" "(" Assign "," Assign ")" |
"strsplit" "(" Assign "," Assign ")" |
"strjoin" "(" Assign [ "," Assign ] ")" |
"strreplace" "(" Assign "," Assign [ "," Assign ] ")" |
"(" Sequence ")" |
"{" Items "}" |
"[" Sequence "]" |
Const ).
Const := ( String | [ "+" | "-" ] Integer | [ "+" | "-" ] Float | DateTime |
Object ).
Ident := ( "$" | [ "$" ] Name ).
Letter := "a" ... "z" "A" ... "Z".
Digit := "0" ... "9".
HexDigit := "0" ... "9" "a" ... "f" "A" ... "F".
Digits := Digit { Digit }.
HexDigits := HexDigit { HexDigit }.
Name := Letter { ( Letter | Digit | "_" ) }.
Reference := Name [ "@" Digits "." Digits [ ":" Name ] ].
String := ( "'" ... "'" | '"' ... '"' ).
Integer := ( Digits | "0" ( "x" | "X" ) HexDigits ).
Float := Digits "." [ Digits ]
[ ( "d" | "D" | "e" | "E" ) [ ( "+" | "-" ) ] Digits ].
DateTime := Digits "-" Digits "-" Digits
( "T" | " " ) Digit Digit ":" Digit Digit ":" Digit Digit.
Object := ( Address | "#" Reference ).
Address := "COO." Digits "." Digits "." Digits "." Digits [ "@" DateTime ].
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15.13 Grammar of the app.ducx Query Language
The grammar of the app.ducx Query Language is formally defined as described below. Not defined
statements (like Sequence) can be found in chapter 15.12 “Grammar of the app.ducx Expression
Language“.
Grammar
app.ducx Query Language
Statement := { Options } ( Query | ValueQuery | Evaluation ).
Query := "SELECT" Attributes
( "FROM" Classes | "EXECUTE" Procedure ) [ "WHERE" Condition ].
ValueQuery := "SELECT" ( AggregateExpression | ColumnExpression ) "FROM" Classes
[ "WHERE" Condition ].
Evaluation := "EVALUATE" Sequence "WHERE" Condition.
Options := ( "LIMIT" Integer | "PRELOAD" Integer | "TIMEOUT" Integer |
"NOCHECK" | "NORESTRICTIONS" | "NOEXEC" |
"NOHITPROPERTIES" | "HITPROPERTIES" "(" Attributes ")" |
"IGNORECASE" | Location ).
Location := ( "CACHE" | "TRANSACTION" | "LOCAL" | "INSTALLATION" | "GLOBAL" |
"SERVICES" "(" Service { "," Service } ")" |
"SCOPE" "(" Scope ")" |
"DOMAINS" "(" Domain { "," Domain } ")" |
"STORES" "(" Store { "," Store } ")" ).
Attributes :=
( "*" | Attribute { "," Attribute } | Expression).
Classes :=
Class { "," Class }.
Condition := Term { "OR" Term }.
Term := Factor { "AND" Factor }.
Factor := [ "NOT" ] Primary.
Primary := ( Predicate | "(" Condition ")" ).
Predicate := Expression
[ ( ( "<" | "<=" | ">" | ">=" | "=" | "<>" ) Expression |
[ "SOUNDS" ] [ "NOT" ] "LIKE" Shift { "," Shift } |
[ "NOT" ] "CONTAINS" Shift { "," Shift } |
[ "NOT" ] "IN" "(" ( Sequence | Query ) ")" |
[ "NOT" ] "INCLUDES" "(" ( Sequence | Query ) ")" |
[ "NOT" ] "BETWEEN" Shift "AND" Shift |
"IS" [ "NOT" ] "NULL" ) ].
Expression := ( Identifier |
[ ( "UPPER" | "LOWER" | "SUM" | "AVG" | "COUNT" | "MIN" | "MAX" ) ]
"(" ( Identifier | Shift ) ")" |
Shift ).
AggregateExpression := ( "SUM" | "COUNT" | "MIN" | "MAX" )
"(" Identifier ")".
ColumnExpression := [ "DISTINCT" ] Identifier.
Attribute := ( Reference | Object ).
Class := ( Reference | Object ).
Procedure := ( Reference | Object ).
Identifier := [ "." ] { Reference "." } Reference ).
Domain := ( String | Object ).
Service := ( String | Object ).
Scope := ( String | Object ).
Letter := "a" ... "z" "A" ... "Z".
Digit := "0" ... "9".
HexDigit := "0" ... "9" "a" ... "f" "A" ... "F".
Digits := Digit { Digit }.
HexDigits := HexDigit { HexDigit }.
Name := Letter { ( Letter | Digit | "_" ) }.
Reference := Name [ "@" Digits "." Digits [ ":" Name ] ].
String := ( "'" ... "'" | '"' ... '"' ).
Integer := ( Digits | "0" ( "x" | "X" ) HexDigits ).
Float := Digits "." [ Digits ]
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[ ( "d" | "D" | "e" | "E" ) [ ( "+" | "-" ) ] Digits ].
DateTime := Digits "-" Digits "-" Digits
[ ( "T" | " " ) Digits [ ":" Digits [ ":" Digits ] ] ].
Object := ( Address | "#" Reference ).
Address := "COO." Digits "." Digits "." Digits "." Digits [ "@" DateTime ].
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